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GLENWOOD, 2.15 1-4.
GLENWOOD 2.15 1-4.

►

ECOND only to Electioneer
in the number of his 2.30 per
formers at the close of 1892,
Nutwood ascended the throne
as the greatest living sire of
speed. This season a deter
mined effort has been made
to wrest from him his laur
els, but his princely blood has again triumphed, for,
at this date, he heads of the list of new performers,
pressed only by the persistent shade of Palo Alto’s
dead .premier and by Onward. Nutwood now has 109
sons and daughters that have gone in 2.30 or better
twenty- seven that have boaten 2.29, and seven thai
have beaten 2.16.

Among the latter subdivision is the bay horse Glen
wood 2.15 1-2, the fastest of the get of Nutwood to
enter the list this year. lie is the premier at Ridge
Lawn Farm, a property of over 400 acres situated on
Strong’s Ridge, three miles east of Bellevue, O. This
farm is most appropriately named, most of it being
rich prairie land, while the residence and buildings
command an extensive sweep of country. It is
equipped with all modern improvements, including a
system of water works that furnishes a never failing
supply of the purest spring water.
This superb breeding establishment is the proper
ty of D. B. Nims, a pioneer breeder, trainer and driv
er. He became interested in horses thirty years ago,
and the first stallion he ever owned was the Morgan
torse Flying Cloud 4044. The latter was succeeded
by Hotspur, Jr., 3612, who made quite a reputation

in the stud, considering his opportunities, as four of
his get entered the 2.30 list, three of v uicli were out
of mares of unknown breeding. Ih accomplished
far more than this, however, for he has idled this
section with the-flnest of roadsters, thus laying the
foundation for a superior class of mares that, coated
to such a sire as Glenwood, will produce w e horsea
fleet of limb and sound of heart.
In succeeding years Ridge Lawn Farm. haf. .abed
or educated such ones as Glen Miber ; S, Champion
Medium 2.22 1-4, Milk Shake 2.2? 14. Rot net 2.24,
Good Morning 2,27, Hotspur Lin^ 1.27 3-e, I ittle Ned
2.29 14, Hotspur Girl 2.30, Mau 1 >.31 3-4, Maud T.
2.33, Bertha 2.35 that was Uken V Sou;
America,
and also the late Strathbrid ;e 2.28 14, onu of the
most promising horses Mr. Nims had ever owned,
having shown puarters in 2° *ffrtl,nd‘. The-e is no

doubt lie|would have been one of the sen
sational performers of 1892, had he not
been cut off by death in his race at
Findlay early last year. It was a bitter
disappointment and one that would have
discouraged most men, but Mr. Nimssaw
made of sterner stuff and he has been a
mply compensated by the exceptional
quality shown by his young premier,
Glenwood 2.15 1-2.
Glenwood was foaled in 1888, and is by
the king of living sires, Nutwood 2.183-4.
His dam is Jemima (dam of Wood Boy
2.30 1-2), a daugter of Mambrino Prince
(Scotland Boy). The latter is by Mam
brino Royal he by Mambrino Pilot
2.27 3-4, a son of Mambrino Chief and
sire of Hannis 2.17 3-4, Mambrino Gift
2.20, etc. Glenwood’s second dam is
Cricket, a mare with a record of 2.33 1-2
and a trial of 2.28, who, to the embraces
of Mambrino Boy, threw the trotters
Rhoderick Dliu, 4, 2.23 3-4 and Louis T.
2.30. She is by Cuyler, sire of Elvira, 4,
2.18 1-2, and twelve others in 2.30; and
also of the dams of Patron 2.14 1-4, Prod
igal 2.17 1-4 etc. Glenwood’s third dam
was daughter of American Clay 34,
sire of the dams of four in 2.20 and twen
ty in 2.30. Thus he combines in his ped
igree two crasses to Ilambletonian 10,
and one each to ilambletonian 2, Mam
brino Chief, Clay, and Pilot, Jr., the lat
ter through that of his greatest daughter,
Miss Russell. The most critical could
scarcely find a flaw in this pedigree, com
bining as it does so many scout and suc
cessful strains, and all that is needed to
prove its real worth is to subject it
to the refining influence of performances
upon the turf. If there is any dross in
an equine’s composition, it generally
comes out in the heat of a fierce turf
campaign.
In 1891, being then three years of age,
Glenwood was broken and put in train
ing. Within seven weeks he had ob
tained a trotting record of 2.29 1-4 at
Terre Haute, driven by a colored groom.
Last year he was not handled. Early
this spring he commenced jogging and
clearly showed his ability to beat 2.30 at
the trot. In June he was put to pacing,
and only three weeks afterward started
in a race at Bowling Green, O., securing
third bosition. In his next two starts he
\yas each time second, and in his fourth
third. All these races were easy con
tests, his driver preferring to harden and
season him gradually, rather than run
the risk of breaking liim down by a hard
race early in the season. The wisdom of
this course was soon apparent, for Glen
wood s next three essays w ere all
crowned with success and he secured a
mark of 2.22 1-2 at Portsmouth. From
Chillicothe he was hurried on board the
cars, and, after a five days’ journey,
reached Terre Haute Aug. 14, and that
same afternoon started in the 2.27 pace,
with a groom as driver. Few of his
friends expected he would show, yet he
saved his entrance. Four days after he
was again started, but for the first and
last time this season he failed to get a
piece of the money, being distanced in
the second heat, after being well up in
the first. It was no fault of the horse
that this occurred, for he caught his front
shoe and wrenched his foot.badly. Hav
ing recovered from the accident he per
formed in his old-time manner, winning
three times and being second and third
in his last five races.
The race in Which he secured his rec
ord and the last and most notable one of
his long and arduous campaign, was the
2.19 pace at Tiffin, O., Oct. 6.
Our cor
respondent reported this meeting; and
his account of the contest is a graphic
one. lie said.
Fast and furious for nine successive
heats refied the battle in the 2.19 pace,
Rathbun, with Maud Adair, finally pull
ing it off by shrewd management more
than the greatest speed, he laying up to
eighth place in four heats and capturingeach one he went out for.
Ben AV alker
was also figuring well with Nellie Mc

Crory, but his chances were lost by get
ting away badly in the last.
The great
est speed was shown by Glenwood, who
won sixth and seven heats, each in
2.15 1-2, going to the half in 1.05 1-4. He
could doubtless have repeated in faster
time but for a temporarily defective foot,
caused by casting a shoe and consequent
unbalancing.
It will be noticed both the sixtn and
seventh heats were made in exactly the
same time. In the seventh he -went to
the quarter in 30 seconds, to the half in
2.04 1-2, the three-quarters in 1.35 1-2
(third quarter in 31 seconds), and half a
distance from the wire was slowed up
and jogged home in 2.12 1-2.
But his
lame foot that had been cobbled up for
the occasion, now began to bother him,
and to this cause must be attributed the
loss of the race.
Glenwood is a handsome bay with
black points, standing 15 3-4 liapds and is
a striking individual, as the portrait by
our artist, Mr. Dickey, plainly shows.
He is smooth gaited, going in light shoes
and -wearing no boots, is as game as a
pebble, and as fine tempered as a geld
ing. Witnesses of his seventh heat at
Tiffin do not hesitate in saying he could
have gone several seconds faster if It had
been necessary.
From the mannei in
which he trotted the quarters of that
mile, it Is not unreasonable to predict a
mark of 2.10 or better for him at the
pace. He will be campaigned next year,
and having secured a low record will
again be put to trotting.
Consideiing
Glenwood’s blood lines and racing quali.
ties, it is almost a foregone conclusion
that he will transmit his good points to
his get, for a horse of this breeding and
individuality cannot be a failure in the
stud if there is anything in the old
axioms of the “survival of the fittest
and ‘-like begets like.”
Therefore the
fee at which he is held is a most reason
able one, being $50, due at the time of
service, with return privilege until the
mare is known to be in foal.
T. B. Taylor, a leading banker and
horseman of Sandusky, O., has a part in
terest in Glenwood. He has owned such
stallions as Wylton Chief, Onward Jr.,
2.29 1-2, Champion Medium 2.22 1-2, Bel j
King, by St. Bel 2.24 1-2, etc., and does j
not hesitate to say that he ranks Glen
wood above them all.
The Ridge Lawn Farm's second stal
lion is Charles L., a three year old son of
Onward, dam by Indicator 2.23, with
crosses to Mambrino Chief and the great
thoroughbred Bertrand, son of Sir Archy.
Onward’s sons are breeding on in a won
derful manner, and as Charles L. is a
big, strong, speedy fellow, there is no
doubt he will share in the family suc
cess. He is listed at the same price and
terms as his stable companion.
A small but select band of brood mares
completes the farm outfit, among which
are found daughters of Strathmore and
the blood of Onward, Happy Medium,
Nugget, etc.
It is the intention of the
proprietors to give the produce of Glen
wood every chance to show their speed,
and it would not surprise his friends if
several entered the list within the next
few years. If friendly wishes would in
sure success, Glenwood would be num
bered among the leading sires of 1894.

THE GREAT MEETING AT NEWARKTlie coursing meeting that is to take
place at Newark on Thanksgiving Day
and the following Sunday, will surely be
the biggest affair that lias yet been seen at
Newark. From all quarters news comes
to hand that dogs are in active training
for the contest. It is almost certain that
the all-aged stakes will at least have from
fifty to sixty dogs in it. There are now
over thirty dogs being trained in this
city and there are a. dozen being put
through their racing in San Jose. Merced
will send a contingent and so will Sacra
mento, and on Thursday last five dogs

came down from Petaluma; three of them
are owned by I). J. Healy and two 1)
Dr. Proctors of that place. Mr. Healy
are under the care of Jerry Shea and C
S. Cummings has charge of the Doctoi s
ciogs.
niuiinwi,
uj the way,
--j, -dogs. The
latter, by
are tw
fine specimens
specimens ci
of the
nne
v-nv greyhound and
ii._.n
x.l give oa good
frnru]
should, if properly
handled,
i i
i
1 . - - 4- L -»-r
rvl 1P T11 GAT
account of themselves, but by right they
should have been in the hands of the
trainer at least a week earlier. Owner s
of greyhounds make a great mistake
when they allow but a couple of weeks
in which to put their dogs in form for a
big meeting like the one approaching
They should remember the old adagi
“that if a thing is worth doing at all it
is worth doing well.” The one great
thing that the San Francisco ' club now
needs is a day’s good rain between this
and the 30th, as the ground at Newark
this season of the year requires a good
drenching to make them thoroughly suit
ed for coursing.

A MOURNING HORSE,

ANIMALS LIKE SHADEStock of all kinds are not unlike man in
some respects, and seek the shade whenever possible during the extreme heat of
summer. To gratify this desire shade
s|ioui(i tie
provided wherever practicable,
snouiu
ue pivviuvu
-------.-i
- -P J/drur
and, the
ciieapest ___
manner
of doing this i<2
is
. -«
i
ii
1
z-« P
n zl n bi'OOC
11 G.
through
the
medium
of shade
trees. One
or two should be set out in each pastuie,
and be protected by a fence until thor
oughly established. If the field be tilled
set the trees along the south line, selecting those of rapid growth and spreading
branches. If they be fruit trees they
should be trimmed to a height of at least
seven feet, and then allowed to branch
out.
While the trees are growing it
would be simply humane to provide a
temporary shelter of some kind, such as
setting a few posts and covering with
poles, upon which are thrown branches
of evergreens, or even limbs of oak or
other trees in full leaf. This will afford
useful shelter, and if located upon a
knoll or other naturally poor portion of
the field it will thoroughly enrich the
soil. By changing its position yearly
various portions of the field will be bene—
fitted.' All this takes but ' a little time
and can be done when other work is not
pressing.
By boarding up, late in the
summer, the side from which the pre
vailing winds blow, a fair protection
from the chilling blasts will be obtained,
and the stock will return you the cost.—
[Exchange.
zk

At the funeral ceremonies of the late
Mayor Carter II. Harrison, of Chicago,
the horse with which the dead man had
been most prominently identified in the
eyes of the public of that city, was an
important factor.
On that November day, when all Chi
cago stood sorrowful before the dramat
ic life, great crowds thronged the streets
on every hand. From its stately place
THE BONNER FAMILY.
of repose, where it had lain instate while
the thousands of mourners filed in and
out, taking their last look of the face
No name is more familiar to the trot
which they had known so well, the cof
ting public than that of Bonner. Mr.
fined form, embowered in flowers was
lobert Bonner has unquestionably done
carried out, surrounded by its distin
more than any other one man living to
guished band of bearers, into the open
>opularize the trotter. lie has paid the
air, under the soft sunlight, whose rays
argest prices and bought the stars of
he had loved so well, and began the last
their day.
journey.
Peerless, Lady Palmer and Flatbush
On every hand, extending into every
Maid, Pocahontas, Startle, Mosley, Rastreet where they might touch the great
us, Maud S., Sunol and many other
procession, stood the common people,
lames celebrated in trotting annals have
in whose hearts Carter Harrison had
from time to time been associated with
found so loving a home—fo r few men
the name of Bonner.
so held the great multitude near him as
The peerless Maud S. still wears the
did ]ie—and watched, with sad faces and
own of the queen trotter to the high
low-voiced
iced sneecb,
speech, tlie
the sorrowiui
sorrowful procesproces
. „
, ,. ,
,
1
1wheel sulkey over a regulation track, and
Plumes
nodded
and
sable
emblem
•;
"
,
,
sion
judging by the efforts recently made sue
was draped on every hand. Windows
ill continue the queen.
held the sad signals', black fell from the
Mr. A. A. Bonner, Robert's son. isnearsummit of the tall buildings to the
as widely known as his father. He is
iy
ground below; through the autumn aii
a critical judge of breeding, and never
sounded the softening notes of sad dirge
has to do with anything that is not at
and slow strains of solemn music, and
the top.
the march to the tomb began.
His consignment to Tattersall’s Madi
Following hard upon the hearse, with
son Square Garden sale is a most meritoits head near to the ground, came the
rious one. All are good, but undoubted
Kentucky thoronglibred, caparisoned in
ly the best is Lady Boone, by Hambletothe trappings which had been a part of
nian Mambrino, out of Nancy Lee. This
the almost military mayor. By bis head
half sister to the great Nancy Hanks is a
marched the colored man who has had
beautiful type of a high-class trotting
him in care for years, horse and man ap
broodmare, in foal to Kremlin- Among
parently filled with the burden of sorrow
others, he offers Compeer, the fastest
which lay all about. As the procession
sleigh horse in America. As a whole he
started, and the riderless horse joined in
sends a grand lot.
the slow onward movement, this empty
saddle and unridden horse appealed to
every heart. On every hand sighs and
Buckingham's Dye for the Whiskers
oftimes tears were heard and seen, and can be applied when at home, and is uni
the horse himself appeared conscious of formly successful in coloring a brown or
the sad part he was taking in the sad black. Hence its great popularity.
event. Full of the life of the Blue Grass
region, which he owned as birthplace, he
was here as staid as the most steady hack,
DIRECTUM WONand went forward in an apparently aim
less manner, as though, without his mas
Pinr adel-piiia, Nov. 27.
ter, he was carrying quite too heavy a
Directum,
the
champion trotter, with
burden.
And of all the features of that mighty a record of 2.05 1-2, defeated Saladin, the
funeral; when a commercial city of a pacer, with a record of 2.05 3-4, this af
million people stopped all traffic and bus ternoon in a match race on Point Breeze
iness to pay respect to a man who was of track of Philadelphia Driving Park asso
them and theirs; when streets and court ciation.
Saladin won the first heat in 2.10 1-4.
and housetop was crowded with those
Directum
took the next three and the
standing in sorrow, no feature of t lie
time surpassed in mournful tenderness raee in 2.10 1-4, 2.11 1-4, and 2.12.
$9,500 was involved in the match.
the Kentucky horse, with its empty sad
Between the first and second heats the
dle, following its dead master to the
pacer Flying Jib made a mile in 2.09 1-4,
grave.—Ex.

chestnut gelding 2.21 3-4, and Cuckoo,
hay mare 2.28 3-4.
G. A. Eames of Rockland, -has bought
a fast mare, Isabel, of Dr. Drake of Pitts
field. She is by General Withers, out of
Belle Thompson.
The annual business meeting of the
New England Breeders’ Association will
he held Dec. 6, at the Revere House, Bos
ton, Mass.
A meeting of the Board of Review of
the National Trotting Assoication will be
held in the Murray Hill Hotel, New York
Dec. 5.

Mrs. Isaiah Emerson
Of Manchester, N. H.

“Until some horse trots in better than
2.08 3-4 to a high wheel sulky the record
of Maud S. cannot he considered to have
been beaten.”—[Exchange.
The American Trotter says: “It looks
as if $200 would he the top fee for stal
lions in 1894, and that is high enough.
Every owner .of a good mare can then
breed her to a good horse.
AV. II. Turner of Augusta has a valua
ble, four year old hay colt, which he is
driving. He is by Mountaineer, a stal
lion Mr. Turner bred; dam by Constella
tion.

of uncertainty and to establish a breed
which is attracting purchasers from every
country of the known world for our trot
ters.
Flying Jib, in looks, caught the eye of
New England critics more than any other
horse in Salisbury’s stable.
Horses that are abused cannot win
such -aces as Directum.
Little Albert
and others of his string have won.
1 ‘It is awful hard to own a balky horse
and he a Christian at the same time,”
says The American Sportsman.
In the opinion of the American Trot
ter no pacer lias yet been produced the
equal of Johnston, and no trotter the
equal of Maud S. Both got their cham
pion records with the old style sulky.

the tongue hot and very painful to the
touch.
By carefully examining that
member he found a small hole on the top
over half way hack and something that
appeared to he a sliver.
By squeezing
the tongue the sliver-like substance on
the bottom became more'apparent, while
the mare suffered great pain. Making an
incision with a lance, lie grasped the
substance and pulled out an eight-penny
finishing nail. It was a most extraordi
nary case and the wonder is liow the nail
became imbedded in the tongue so far
hack and in such a peculiar position.
At Oakland, Cal., April 2, 1874, the
hay mare Lady Mac, of unestablished
breeding, heat Nourmalial and Jerome
in a race at five miles.
The time was
13.00, an average of 2.36 to the mile.
That has stood as the five mile race rec
ord for nineteen years. A few days ago
at the Lepine Park track, Montreal, the
Canadian mare Factory Girl trotted five
miles in a race in 12.43, an average of
2.32 3-5 to the mile.
The fact that the
mare trotted the last mile in 2.29 1-2 in
dicates that she could have gone the en
tire distance faster.
Factory Girl is a
big, stout daughter of Mamhrino Charta,
son of Fisk’s Mamhrino Chief Jr., out of
a daughter of imported Aracan, thor
oughbred. Mamhrino Charta was stout
ly bred, being out of a daughter of Mag
na Gliarta, and she out of maid of Ford
ham, by imported Monarch, while his
sire, Fisk’s Mamhrino Chief Jr., thor
oughbred, was by Mamhrino Chief, out
of a daughter of Birmingham. Mamhrino
Charter was taken to St. John, New
Brunswick, and thereabout lie left a val
ued progeny, including the successful
sire of Sir Charles.

Allen Lowe, turf editor of the Boston
Globe, has associated himself with C. T.
Walker & Son, under the name of the
New England Live Stock agency, and
Hood’s SarsaperisJa Rostered
will hold monthly sales of horses through
Health and Strength
the winter and spripg.
The first sale
“ Last winter I had the Grip and was quite
sick. After I began to get better, being weak
will be held Dec. 7 and 8.
and run flown, I concluded to try Hood’s Sarsa
Had Nancy Hanks gone into retirement
parilla, seeing it recommended so highly. I
must ..ay that I was more than,pleased with it.
one year ago it would have been better
I recovered my health completely in a short
time and think
for her reputation. She has lost prestige
B Am in Bettor Health
There will he more American trotters this season, so much, in fact, that it is
than before I was sick. I feel sure that this is exported to Europe this winter than ever the general belief of followers of the turf
due to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. In the package of before.
This is owing as much to the that there are several horses before the
Sarsaparilla when I opened it I found a sample
box of Hood’s Pills. I was surprised and de low prices here as to the reputation they public today that can heat her in a race.
lighted to find how well they agreed with me, are making abroad.
And yet she never lost one.
no griping and no weakening afterward. I
have tried many other kinds of pills, but
The Boston Globe says that Chicago is
Hon. A. W. Sulloway of Franklin, N.
to have a new race track and that the H., who bought last spring two full sis
Hood’s FUSs
the preference every time now. I think they Northwestern Breeders’ Association pro ters to Edith II. 2.15 1-2 has sold one of
are just wonderful. I am glad to recommend poses giving an $8,000 purse for Direc them—two years old to Mr. Dresser of
two such good preparations as Hood’s Sarsa tum, Alix and Nelson next season.
the same town.
Price $500, what Mr.
parilla and Hood’s Pills.” Mrs. Isaiah Em
Harry
The regular annual meeting of the Sullowway paid for the pair.
erson, East Manchester, N. II.
Bailey is handling the Sulloway filly at
HOOD’S PILLS euro Constipation by restoring New York State Trotting Horse Breeders’
the peristaltic action of the alimentary canal.
Association will he held at Power’s Tilton track.
Hotel, Rochester, N. Y., Tuesday, Dec.
If you find any of your colts or young5, at 10.30 o’clock, a. m.
stock at this season with sunken eyes
COLIG IN HORSES.
William Allen, Gorham, Me., has pur and liair slanting the wrong way, look
chased from J. A. Trafton, Cumberland over their feeding ground to.see if they
In some stables, says a -writer in an
Mills, Me., the roan stallion Fred Lothair have been eating too many acorns. They
English
Exchange, the horses are often
have this effect sometimes, and in Eng
Now the bloom is on the heather andthe 2.293-4, by Lothair 2.29 1-2, dam by
land fatal results are said to follow. Pre troubled with colic, while others seem to
Keene’s
Brandywine.
frost is on the vine,
enjoy complete immunity.
It would he
Experiments in feeding horses abroad vention is the best remedy.
And the ebon’s on the glowing globe of
most remarkable if one man should have
Stamhoul’s mile 2.07 1-2, at Stockton, the ill-luck to get quite a number of
have shown that malt dust well soaked
luscious muscadine
A pro Cal., last year was rejected by the Amer horses that are wliat he calls “subject to
The purple’s on the forest leaf where au- in water is a valuable material.
portion of roots or potatoes may he add ican Trotting Register Association, and gripes,” while liis neighbors escaped the
•
tunin’s shadows sit,
his former record of 2.1i constitutes his purchase of these colicky animals, hut
And the feed hill’s on the trotter that ed.
can’t trot a little hit!
If fast walking horses were classed as position at the opening of the present this is liow he seems to ragard it.
A little linseed oil is good for horses breed and recorded in order to encourage year. Had he been started against that
Sometimes it is very difficult to point
the breeding of them, the breed would record he would now he a member of the exactly to the fault.
in the fall as a tonic.
The animals, are
select 2.10 list by virtue of his mile at fed on ordinary foods, and the general
Standing in wet or rotten litter is apt be in demand everywhere.
But in all of management seems to be much the same
Locomotive, by Genoral Knox, which Terre Haute in 2.09 3-4.
to cause thrush in the feet of the horse.
his
engagements
this
year
he has been
The character of the horse is largely had none previous to 1893, is the sire of started to be at his record of 2.07 1-2, and, as that usually in the district. The loose
screw is commonly a small one, hut it is
the
black
mare
Helen
S.,
which
was
eli
determined by the education of the colt,
important in its bearings in the efficient
gible to 3-ininute classes this season. Her therefore, his record remains at 2.11.
Be careful of the horse’s feet. It is record now is 2.28 3-4.
The greatest lot of trotting stock that working of the whole machine.
easier to prevent lameness than it is to
ever
reached Bosto l in one day arrived
There is one important item that is
EosterS. Palmer, who drove General
cure it.
Knox and had charge of the gray stallion here oh the morning of the 9th, says the very often ignored in searching out a
It is a good plan to wean several colts
Gideon in Maine, will soon take the reins Horse Breeder. In one lot was Mr. J. cause for repeated attacks of colic—that
at a time as they will not then suffer from
at Lake View Farm, Bellingham, Mass., Malcolm Forbes’ trotting queen, Nancy of the watering. This is a frequent and
lameness.
where E. D. Wiggin, owner of Martha Hanks 2.04, also Arion 2.07 3-4 and Va often unsuspected source of bowel dis
Why not try to make speed and teach Wilkes, formerly resided.
The stallion tican 2.29 1-4, sire of Belle Vara 2.08 3-4, orders in the horse.
and her full brother, Vassar 2.11 1-4.
young horses good road habits at the Charley Wilkes remains at this farm.
An insufficent quantity offered at too
In the same car was Mr. John Shepard’s long intervals, or when the stomach is
same time?
A farmer in Washington county, Pa.,
A person who cannot control his own who recently sent a dollar to a Yankee latest important purchase, R li n a2.12 1-4 full of corn, very often causes colie,while
temper wrill soon ruin that of the gentlest for a receipt to keep a horse from slob The queen of the race trotters, Alix the quantity of the fluid has an undoubt
2.07 1-4, got into Boston on the same ed influence.
horse.
bering, received the following reply: “To
morning.
Water should either be given before
The annual business meeting of the stop your horse from slobbering, teach
Until some horse paces in 2.17 1-2 with the corn ration, when it is not long re
New England Breeders’ Association will him to spit.”
a 300 pound wagon Pocahontas’ record tained in the stomach, hut passes rapidly
be held December 5 at the Revere House,
The gaited saddle horse is not receiv
has not been beaten. Until some horse into the intestines, or else kept at hand
Boston.
ing the consideration he deserves at the
pulls Flora Temple’s old sulky in better so that the horse can drink at -will. Water
Mr. M. T. Pooler, proprietor of “Fair- hands of Eastern buyers. He is too easy
than 2.19 3-4 thaUrecord “cannot be con taken on a full meal dilutes the gastric
view,” Skowhegan, is talking of building gaited to suit the Anglo-maniacs, who
sidered to have been broken.” Until juice, chills the stomach, and retards di
a fine and commodious stable at Rigby want something that can “twot” hard
some stock-laden ship is out in a rain gestion, or washes partly digested corn
next season.
enough to he English.
storm over forty days naval architecture out of the stomach into tlie bowels.
Dandy B., the promising four year old
The safest plan is to keep a supply of
J. A- Trafton of Cumberland Mills has may not be considered to have produced
owned by Burnham & Morrill, Portland, , sold the stallion Fred Lothair 2.29 3-4 to anything that could heat Noah’s Ark. In clean, soft water within reach of the ani
was winner in the three races this sea- j William Allen of Gorham, for $1000. fact, there is hardly any limit to the ap mal, hut in a position where food does
son.
Fred Lothair, sired by Lothair 2.29 1-2, plication of high-wlieel philosophy.— not fall into it, causing fermentation to
W. D. Haley of Gardiner, lias sold one- I dam by Keene’s Brandywine, and lias [The Horseman.
take place, unless tlie trough is frequent
half of afour months old Haley colt, dam one—Charlie Danforth 2.23 3-4—to his
ly emptied and cleansed out.
A singular veterinary case recently de
Pansy by Olympus, to Woonsocket, R. I., credit in the 2.30 list. A fine mare sired
veloped at Auburn, N. Y.
A valuable
parties for $200.
by this stallion is owned by a Lewiston
mare owned by Peter Katterborn being
Constipation is the parent of innumer
The stallion Dr. Franklin, by General gentleman.
ill Dr. W. A. Peckham was called to able diseases, and should, therefore, be
Knox, sire of four in the list, two of
The uniformity with which the trotting prescribe. He found tlie animal show promptly remedied by the use of Ayer’s
which have gone in 2.30 this season, is bred trotter trots, and trots fast, shows ing every symptom of lockjaw, hut able
Carthartic Pills.
These pills do not
for sale at $150.
how completely the intelligent and scien to move tlie jaw a little. On making an gripe, are perfectly safe to take, and re
Cunard Jr., 2.28 1-4 starts a good look tific breeding of the past ten or twenty examination he could find no cause until move all tendency to liver and bowel
ing 2.30 list this season with Duster, years has tended to eliminate elements he examined the mouth, when he found complaints.
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Warm up.
* * * *
Proper shoeing is the proper thing
now-a-days.
* * * *
The Maine horse goes to the stable this
fall with easy honors.
* * * *
Brignoli Wilkes 2.14 1-4 will be sold at
Tattersall’s Madison Square Garden
sale.
* * * *
Maud S. will be bred to one of Mr.
Bonner’s stallions in the spring, and no
further attempt will be made to get her
in record-breaking form again.
* * * *
Ed. Geers thinks Americus will be as
fast as any four-year-old next year al
though if questioned closely he might
except Fantasy.
* * * *
Professional etiquette between thieves
and bookmakers in England has taken a
great slump.
Becently some of the
former enticed a number of the latter in
to an inn, drugged them and relieved
them of what spare cash was handy.
* * * *
Secretary Vasburgh of the Board of
Control warns horsemen not to employ
the following jockeys and trainers who
have been guilty of crimes against the
association:
Butler Berwin, William
Christian, Thomas Page Paul Fox and
the boys Myer, Fancy and Edward
Eeevy.
* * * *
A Canadian horseman was sued to re
cover money won by a ringer owned by
him, and won the case. The plaintiff’s
counsel pleaded that under an act of
George II. all racing for stakes of less
value than £50 was illegal, and the court
sustained him. That law should be
repealed.

* « * *
Someone has figured it out that when
a horse is trotting a 2.20 gait his feet
move a little faster than a mile in 1.10 as
his body is moving at 2.20, and as each of

I his feet when in contact with the ground
is stationary and then is picked up and
moved forward to take the next step, the
foot must move as much faster than the
body, as to make the step, which is over
twice as fast.
* * * *
The Eider and Driver says: Lawrence
Fitzpatrick, head coachman for O. H. P.
Belmont, deserves great credit for the
excellent condition in which he present
ed the Belmont horses at the Horse
Show. The horses, traps and harness
were all in such fine order and proper
form that the prizes won can be safely
credited in large measure to Fitzpatrick’s
judgment. Many people present at the
show were inclined to favor the Wood
lawn Park Stable over the Belmont Sta
ble, as far as regards the horses.
* * * #
The Chicago Horseman says: The
good stableman is he who understands
the use of the blanket.
A light blanket
during the day is a great comfort to a
horse in keeping off draught and that
still worse foe, flies. A horse can actu
ally be kept thin by the torment inflicted
by these pests. A heavier blanket should
be put on the animal at night all the
year around in this climate. It keeps
the horse cleaner and adds to his comfort.
Good judges estimate, moreover, that the
use of a blanket will save about one-third
in feed, as the animal does not have to
eat so much to keep warn.

FIRST LESSONS.
Like the mother who told her son he
might learn to swim, but must not go
near the water, he must learn without
any cha nee of being drowned, the colt in
his training must follow out this precept
literally, says an exchange. He must be
taught to go in harness before he is
hitched up. At least, it is the easiest
and safest plan of breaking him. Put the
harness on the colt, arid let him become
accustomed to it before putting him in
the shafts. If he plunges and kicks he
can do no damage.
Some high-spirited
colts will make trouble, ancl when they
once learn that kicking and plunging
will ultimately free them from the vehi
cle they are very hard to cure.—[Ex.

VALUABLE HORSES BURNED.
Philadelphia, Nov. 23.
Seven brood mares of fine breed, each
with foal and each valued at $1000, to
gether with a valuable team of coach
horses, all belonging to Col. E. D. V.
Morrell, commander of the 3rd regiment,
were burned by an incendiary in the
colonel’s Torresdale stables early this
morning.
The loss on the barn, horses, crops and
implements is $30,000. The proof of in
cendiarism exists in the discovery of one
of five rescued horses being found bri
dled and sweating in a field not far from
the barn. The incendiary had evidently
ridden rapidly away on this horse and
then abandoned it.
The Best in the World.

Senator Henry C. Nelson of New York
writes:
“On the 27th of February, 1883, I was
taken with a violent pain in the region
of the kidneys.
I suffered such agony
that I could hardly stand up. As soon
as possible I applied two Allcock’s
Porous Pi asters, one over each kidney
and laid down.
In an hour, to my sur
prise and delight, the pain had vanished
and I was well.
I wore the piasters for
a day or two as
precaution, and then
removed them. I have been using All
cook’s Porous Plasters in my family
for the last ten years, and have always
found them the quickest and best remedy
for colds, strains and rheumatic affec
tions. From my experience I believe
they are the best plasters in the world.”

a

LAYING OUT A TRACKThe question is often asked. “What are
the rules for laying out mile and halfmile tracks?” The following simple di
rections will be found useful: For a mile
track draw a line trough an oblong cen
ter 440 yards in length, setting a stake at
each end. Then draw a line on either
side of the first line, exactly parallel with
and 417 feet 2 inches from it, setting
stakes at either end of them. You will
then have an oblong square 440 yards
long and 834 feet 4 inches wide At each
end of these three lines you will now set
stakes. Now fasten a cord or wire 417
feet 2 inches long to the center stake of
your parallelogram and then describe a
half-circle, driving stakes as often as you
wish to set a fence post. When the cir
cle is made at both ends of your parellelogram you will have two straight sides
and two circles, which measured three
feet from the fence, will be exactly a
mile. The turns should be thrown up
an inch to the foot.
A half-mile track:
Draw two parallel lines (500 feet long and
452 feet 5 inches apart.
Half way be
tween the extreme ends of the two
parallel lines drive a stake, then loop a
wire around the stake long enough to
reach to either side.
Then make a true
curve with the wire, putting down a
stake as often as a fence post is needed.
When this operation is finished at both
ends of the 600-foot parallel lines the
track is laid out.
The inside fence will
rest exactly on the line drawn, but the
track must measure a half mile three
feet from the fence. The turns should
be thrown up an inch to the foot. The
stretches may be anywhere from 45 to 60
feet.

MAMBRINO PATGHEN.

couldn't pronounce the names of horses.
He got into the habit of calling every
horse whose name he couldn’t pronounce
Bootjack. The regular patrons of the
room got along fairly well with him.
One day a party of Eastern sports came
in, prepared to make a killing. It was
a five-eighths race and, as near as I can
remember, these horses were in it: Fa
tality, Armitage, Hypatic, Micmau Queen,
Intimidad, Rama and one or two others.
Boyce couldn’t pronounce one of those
names to save his life,” says a Buffalo
paper.
“The race was called and he took his
stand at the operator’s elbow. “They’re
off in a bunch,’ said the operator.
They’re off in a bunch!’ shouted Boyce.
“ ‘Intimidad at the quarter,’ said the
operator. ‘In—in—in—Bootjack at the
quarter!’ said Boyce. ‘Armita ge second,
said the operator. ‘Arm—arm—arm—
Bootjack second!’ said Boyce. ‘Fatality
third,’ said the operator. ‘Fat—Bootjack third!’ stammered Boyce.
“The Eastern men rubbed their eyes
and looked at the board. They saw no
such runner as Bootjack entered. Boyce
was very red in the face and very ner
vous. But he tackled it again when the
half was reached. ‘Armitage at the
half,’ said the operator. ‘Armt—arm—
Bootjack at the half!’- shouted Boyce.
‘Intimidad second,’ said the operator.
Boyce caught his breath, hesitated, and
then yelled: ‘Bootjack second!’ ‘Micmac Queen third!’ said the operator.
Boyce was relieved.. ‘Bootjack Queen
third!’ he shouted, adding in an under
tone, ‘That’s the time I caught it.’
“By this time the Eastern men, who
had their money up, were in a state of
hysteria. The plurality of Bootjacks
paralyzed them, and they were on the
point of walking up to the window when
the operator said to Boyce: ‘Intimidad
in the stretch.’ Boyce turned the word
over in his mouth and then shouted:
‘We pass the stretch!’ The Eastern men
consulted with each other.
“ ‘Intimidad wins,’ said the operator.
Boyce tried it and shouted: ‘Bootjack
wins!’ Then he saw that it wouldn’t do
to have three Bootjacks come under the
wire, so he walked out to the desk and"
said to the crowd: ‘Gents, I’m a rotten
failure as a funnygraft, but I got the
dough to cash the bets, an’ soon’s I kin
work in an understudy an’ find out who
win in this here race, youse kin get your
stuff.’
“The Eastern men were appeased, but
Boyce drew out of the pool-room busi
ness and went to dealing bank. When
pressed for an explanation, all he would
say was: ‘I kin talk good enough
for me. I hain’t got time ter learn fancy
talk what racehosses is named with.’ ”
Chicago Horseman.

The greatest of the sons of Mambrino
Chief was Mambrino Patchen. It is well
to copy Dr. Herr’s description of the
dam of Lady Thorne and Mambrino
Patchen, that the breeder of experience
may see if it recalls to his practiced eye
any of her descendants:
“The dam of
Lady Thorne was raised and bred by
William Rhodes, of Fayette county, Ken
tucky. She was a blood bay, 15 1-2 hands
high, with all the best characteristics of
the thoroughbred about her, showing
high qualities at all points. Her legs
and feet were like polished steel; she
was beautifully proportioned and bal
anced; in her form no mixture of good
and bad, large and small points, but, as
stated, any one part admirably answer
ing to the co-related part throughout.
Eyes large and perfect, carriage elegant,
with excellent tail.
Her regular trot
seemed as though it could not be im
proved, so extraordinarily regular and
Tlie Advertising
macliine-like were the movements. Stride
level, elastic, open and her bottom of the
Of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is always within
best.”
the bounds of reason because it is true;
it always appeals to the sober, common
BOOTJACK AT THE HALF,
sense of thinking people because it is
true; and it is always fully substantiated
The sporting man was in a reminiscent by endorsements which, in the financial
mood. He was talking about queer men world would be accepted without a mo
he knew who made their living by chance ment’s hesitation.
or skill, just as it happened, and some
body mentioned Billy Boyce.
“There was a queer chap,” said the
“When millions
sporting man. “He was a man who got
affirm that
lots of money and he knew less in a way
than anynoe I have ever met. He was
absolutely illiterate. lie couldn’t read
or write and, as for talking the English
language, why, lie couldn,t pronounce
his own name. One time he made a roll
on the horses and he bought an interest
in a Western pool-room. He was no use
are the great remedy
as a sheet writer or a ticket writer, so
for Bilious and Ner
his partner put him near the operators
vous
Disorders, it be
table and he called out the positions of
comes almost a duty
the horses as the race was being run, the
to give them a trial.”
operator reading the wire and telling
25 cents a box.
him.
43
“Boyce didn't get along well, for be
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second generation lias accomplished is
as follows:
2.30 performers sired by Almont
37
2.30 performers to the credit of sons of
Almont at the close of J892
379
2.30 performers to the credit of daugh
ters of Almont at the close of 1892 67
Performers by sous of Almont that
made records during 1893
93
Performers produced by daughters
of Almont that made records during
1893
5

A remarkable instance of the effect of
habit on a horse was witnessed recently.
The owner, a merchant, living two miles
in the country, rode the same horse every
week day to his place of business. He
pursued the same road without devia
tion, and always hitched at the same
place under the shed.
This was con
tinued for several years without inter
mission. Every morning the horse was
brought to the same place and saddled
Total number of descendants in first'
One day the owner was quite ill, and un
and second generations
561
able to go to the store.
The horse was
Almont died in 1882, so thaW his sons
turned into the pasture early in the and daughters will be producing for 20
morning, but when the hour came at years yet, and as his foals sired during
which the merchant was wont to repair the latter part of his life were from bet
to business the horse broke out of the ter bred mares than those sired at the
pasture and went to the place where his beginning of his career, it is easy to see
master had been accustomed to mount. that the fame of this noted progenitor
He waited a few minutes and then stait- will steadily increase for many years yet.
ed off for the store. After going a short At a perfect type of'the American lightdistance he evidently thought there was harness horse valuable for turf, road and
something wrong and turned back. He family use, no branch of the Hambletowaited a little while, evidently surprised nian family is so uniformly good as that
that he was not saddled and bridled, and of Almont, and as a desirable cross for
then started off for town.
When he the Wilkes, Electioneer and Mambrino
reached the store he went to the usual families, it is already valued most high
hitching place and stood there until ly by the leading breeders.
evening, when he returned home. I he
next day he went through the same per
formance, returning in the evening.
A ONE-WHEELED SULKEY,

GROOVED STABLE

FLOOR.

Much Rio re Satisfactory Than the Kind
in General U&e.

YOU WANT

A IHJmajnE
CURRY-COMB

It costs but a trifle more to fit open Theyiwili SPaKETaIN, and SAVE WORK
stalls with grooved, or channeled, floor
The ot ly comb lit tj use on horse legs,
ing, and this works so satisfactorily
or
on clipped, and short-haired horses.
that it should come into more general

__A_MATGHLESS^SHEDDER __
It is WONDERFUL in OPERATION

PERFECT IN CONSTRUCTION
JA surpr.sekto Groom and Horse,,

INHUMANJTOTHE TOUCH.
FIO. 1.—IMPROVED STABLE FLOOR,

BUI ONE!

And never again, will 5011

be

use. The plank used should not be ??-hou.t.orce.ff-'y,Send 4U cents lor sample,
over eight inches in width, and for a
two-inch plank the groove should be cut Address. _
gHumaue World,
seven-eighths of an inch wide and one
St .Paul, Mism- □
inch deep. This can be done with a
groove plane.
With a common plane
a V-shaped groove can be quickly made
by taking a little from the upper edge
of both flanks where they join.
Both
grooves are shown in Fig. l, and a
stable tool for cleaning the groove is
shown in Fig. 2.
Stable floors should
WE GUARANTEE
have an incline of two inches in six
That one tablespoonful of
feet, and when the grooves are kept
clean there will be but little trouble

SOMBAULT’S CAUSTIC CALSAM

FIG.

2.—TOOL

FOR CLEANING
FLOOR.

GROUND

frill produce more actual results than a whole bottle
of any liniment or spavin cure mixture eve- nade.
it is therefore the cheapest (as well as safest and
best) external applicant known for man or beast.

with wet bedding.
The grooves need
not extend more than half the length
of the stalls, and in the morning when
THE LAWRENCE WILLIAMS CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Capt. Alplions B. Smith, a pioneer of the coarse litter is removed it takes
A CHANGE IN TURF TACTICS.
San Diego, Cal., is the inventor of a one but half a moment to clean the
wheeled sulky, which apparently is a channels in each stall.—American Ag
In former years it was the aim of near success. Some years ago he conceived riculturist.
ly every driver and the ambition of own the idea that the time of a horse on a
What She Was Thlnkiujf About.
ers to avoid securing a fast mark for race course could be materially reduced
The young woman had married and
tlieir charges. Many contests were un if, instead of the two-wheeled sulky, a there was a great array of wedding
She didn’t seem to can
duly prolonged solely on this account, one-wheel cart could be used, and be presents.
and it is very apparent that many races forthwith set to work to devise a vehicle about them, however.
‘My dear, expostulated her mother,
were lost also. When a quarter of a sec which would suit the purpose. He feels
who had made the match, “just see
ond meant an advancement into a faster confident that at last he has succeeded these lovely presents; aren’t you inter
class and in most cases a subsequent lot in inventing something which fully real ested in them?”
of money, drivers took very little risk, izes hisbrightest-hopes, and something,
“Not much,” replied the bride, “it's
3
DEATHLY bilious
and much preferred second money to the too, which is destined to come into very the future I’m thinking about.”
SPELLS depend on Sulphur Bit
glory of winning, tlie acquisition of a general use throughout the world. The
Dragons salmon fisheries produce
ters ; it never fails to cure.
fast mark or the exposing of a promising axle of the cart is made in two pieces about 600,000 cases a year, and its wool
DO YOU SUFFER with that
green horse.
and is so arranged that the wheel turns clip exceeds 16.000,000 pounds. Thore
? tired and all-gone feeling? If so
These turf tactics are gradually falling very readily in any direction the horse are 25,000 square miles of pice forests,
•, Sulphur Bitters; it will cure you.
a.r.d th® annual gold yield exceeds $1,into “innocuous desuetude.” Owners at can possibly pursue.
Attached to the no.eoa
Don’t be without a bot
the present time, although somewhat in shafts, near where they meet the axles,
tle. You will not regret it
dined to the old methods, do not object are stirrups designed to steady the rider
•" ■■■' " M
_____ ___
to a record and in many cases prefer as in his position on the cart.
Thx J of a fair face is a beautiMade for
SecwetB*113 3kin- Sulphur Bitters
lew a mark as possible.
So many good ordinary road use one of tbs vehicles
Ifyou do not wLh f flakes both,
horses; are now sprung upon the public weighs 87 pounds, but when designed for
suffer from RHEUMATISM, use a
in the slow classes that the 3.00 race has use on the race course the unicycle, as
bottle of Sulphur Bitters; it never
not lost its usefulness, a.s the majority of some have called it, may be construct* d
fails to cure.
*■
these contests average very near 2.30. eo as to weigh only 32 pounds. One was
Are you CONSTIPATED? If so,
For several years past the competition in recently manufactured at San Diego en
Sulphur Bitters is just what you need
these slow Glasses has been something tirely of aluminum, the weight being a
~Poor, weak, and weary mothers'll
terrific, and many are inclining to the be trifle less than 32 pounds and the vehicle
j haioe puny, Pindling children. L
lief that it is much easier to win money being strong and handsome.
Sulphur Bitters will make them f
in the middle classes.
This being the
Arthur M. Plate is Capt. Smith’s part
£ «tr°og, hearty, and healthy.
.
g
cace the great objection to a record is ner in business. Mr. Plats said to a San
3 Cleanse the vitiated blood whenT
now overcome, and another step has been Francisco Examiner man: “Capt. Smith
f you see its impurities bursting F
through the alb. jo, —--- —----” ‘
made towards the uplifting and purifica psrfected the several patents last June,
Rely on Sulphur j Pimples ?
tion of the trotting turf.
and he and I are now preparing to in
■j, Bitteij and health 9 Blotcheg »
troduce it to the public.
No, it isn't
g and sores,
1 will follow.
true that a balancing pole goes with each
A FAMOUS PROSEniTOR.
Send 8 3-c«nt stamps to A P. Ordway & Co .
cart. The driver isn’t in a bit of danger
Toston, Maas., for best madicaJ work published
of being tipped over. The cart cannot
The close students of the pedigrees of
be overturned unless the horse falls, and
the trotting horse are almost universal in
the motion isn’t jerky. We feel confident
the belief that Alexander’s Abdallah was
that the one-whee cart will drive the two
one of the very greatest sons of Hamhle
wheel pneumatic sulky from the track.
tonian, and the same students nearly all
Why? Well, because it minimizes fric
agree that in Almont, 33, he left a son
tion, and therefore admits of greater
that novz ranks as one of the greatest
speed. The experiment thus far made
progenitors of trotting speed the world
has known. The trotting speed of Al- on race courses leave no room for doubt
that the one-wheel cart is certain of pop
fnont’s sons and daughters brought him
ularity among turfmen.”
The inventor
into fame before he was by any means
is sanguine that before another year has ■
an old horse. His 2.30 list contains the
rolled away hundreds of his unicycles I
names of 37 performers, and will never
will be in use in San Francisco and hun- i
be increased to any great extent. With
dreds more throughout the interior of \
each increasing generation, however,
California, especially in the mountainous !
the blood of Almont has gained new re
districts.—[Examiner.
nown, until few of the families contem
porary with that of that sire have pro
duced so much uniform speed in both
ARE WORTH—’^INVESTIGATINGthe male and female lines for successive
Richmond Stove ©o^cNorwigh, Gonn.
genarations as has the family of Almont. When Baby vr&a sick, we gave her CaetorL.
As near as can be judged from the When she vm a Child. she cried for Castoria.
somewhat imperfect statistics of the When she became Mis,, she clung to Castoria.
present year’s performances, a summary When she had Children, she gave them C&ctoria.
of what Almont’s family in the first and
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I liad tlie pleasure a few days ago of
calling at the farm of J. S. Sanborn of
Poland. Mr. Sanborn is a member of the
well known firm of Chase A Sanborn, the
largest in New England in the tea and
coffee business.
Mr. Sanburn purchased some five years
ago what was known as the Pulsifer
farm with the intention of making it one
of the leading establishments in the state
for the breeding of the French coach
horse and blooded cattle. He built one
of the finest barns in the state, 150 feelong by 44 feet wide, with cemented celt
lar, large roomy box stalls, carriage
house, harness room. etc.
Mr. Sanborn then purchased one of tlie
finest specimens of the French coach
horse that money could buy and started
in to breed a class of gentlemen's road
sters, a class of h >rses that was in great
demand and of which the state of .Maine
was sadly 1 aeki ng.
I visited this farm some f >ur years
ago, soon after Gem ire was bought byMr. Sanborn, and I predicted then that
the venture could be nothing but a suc
cess, and on, this, my second visit, I could
not hut notice, the change that has taken
place in the'last four years; then there
was only the stallion Gemare. now the
cattle have been- crowded «>ut and the
whole business is devoted io the horse.
There are now some 75 head of horses,
four stallions standing for service and a
number of imported mares that are used
for breedin g. borne of our readers may
inquire w! mt are- the I'. !n A coach
horses’?

i Livermore
During he county. fabwhere Mr. Sanborn's horses . .-re exliibited, an old farmer m i le in p.iL j ?s for the
French co a eli st .illiou an 1 v>-1 taken to
the stall of Gemare.
Wli-ii ta o manaet
was taken off he excl ifined, ■•That is a
trotter; I vrant to see tlie 1.h en h horse
with hair aill over liis legs,’’ and when it
was explai tied to him he con Id hardly believe it. th. it tiiis horse w', :i ills elean
limbs coul I be anything hi it a trotter.
but they a:;e not troi ti-i-s. rl icy are rwadsters, and ‘for the ideal gen. ' men's driver far supe rior to the aver age trot ling
horse, a horse that will rake two to a
buggy and road you' ten or 12 miles an
hour up bill and down and m ike every
fibre in your body tingle with enjoy
ment.
The French government h ive for cen
turies been interested in the breeding of
this class of horses until they have be
come the finest and purest blooded
horse's to-be found in the world today,
and to this class belong the stallions that

old colts and fillies which is trotted un
der saddle in the month of June in the
city of Rouen, France. The entries have
to he made before the first of January,
the year of foaling, and are therefore
made largely upon the breeding of the
colts. The number of colts entered vary
fram 200 to 250. The value of the stakes
to the winner is about 26,000 francs. The
distance varies from 2 to 2 1-2 miles upon
turf track, trotting under saddle. Eailr
stud colt must carry 140 to 145 pounds,
fillies about four pounds less.
Since
1885 there has not been a horse or mare
that lias won first but what was either a
half brother to Gemare, or the mother a
half sister to Gemare with one exception
and in fho* ease the mother
i
to Gemare’s sire, and in three of the
above named years the horse coming in
second was bred in exactly the same
way. In 1890 the mother of the second
winner was a half sister to Gemare; in
1888 the second winner was himself a
half brother to Gemare; in Is > the
mother of the second winner was a sis
ter to Gemare’s sire, and tlie time made
in these races for 2 miles from the years
1882 to 1891 was from 6.02, the slowest
time, to 5.20, and the average for the sin
gle miles during the nine years was
Mr. Sanborn is < ff /ring for service at his cn and a finer pair of mares it will be
about 2.48, which would be considered
hard to find.
farm.
quite a joad gait for the three year old
Mr.
Gilbert,
president
of
the
Electric
At the head of .Mr. Sanborn's stud
American trotter, and the beauty of this
Eight
Co.,
also
has
a
matched
pair
of
stands Gemare 134. lie is a beautiful
class of horses is that at maturity they
hay, weighs 1250 pounds, was foaled yearling staid colts that will make a fine
can road two to a wagon up hill and
pair.
They
are
chestnuts
of
good
size
April 30, 1885, bred by Mr. Jelienne of
down over our poor country roads from
and
are
well
broken.
Ilenland department of Calvador, got hv
Lawyer French of Boston lias a three 10 to 12 miles an hour without tiring.
the government stallion Phaeton, dam
Mr. Sanborn’s farm is situated six
year
old filly by Gemare, color black, that
Esperance (brown bay) by Yalere, out of
miles from Lewiston, tliiee miles from
would
be
hard
to
duplicate,
and
the
a daugnter of Sillery.
the famous Roland Springs, and the rail
Gemare tracks directly 61 times to the Bickers of Rolan I Spring also have a
road station is Lewiston Junction on the
beauty
in
tlieir
three
year
old
stallion
Arab, and 33 times to the most renowned
Grand Trunk, and Danville Junction on
Turk and Barb stallions, and he is indi Roland Boy.
There are a score or more of suckeis, , the Maine < ’mitral. A isitors aiealways
vidually a grand horse, a disposition that
yearlings
and two year olds that you can welcome and I can assure our readeis
is perfect, a clean cut intelligent head,
step
right,
among and match them up al that if they wish to pass a pleasant day
the best of feet and limbs, ami a roadei
and examine some of the finest stock to
that it is a genuine pleasure to sit be most perfectly, and if our common farm
be found in Maine just take a day off
ers
would
breed
more
of
this
class
of
hind, and as a stock stallion his four
and visit Elmwood Farm.
Mr. George
horses
there
would
not
be
so
many
dis
years' service in M line pro.e him t>le
Roberston, the superintendent, is in con
appointed
ones,
for
you
are
sure
of
get,
one of the best.
You may travel the
s';:'nt attention and will meet parties at
county over and take the same number ting a foal that will sell for a good price ,
either station if notice is given before
o ' foals of air. o he stallion and for size, and at a fair profit.
Next, to Gemare comes the imported! hand.
style, color and s| leirlid conformation
“Diliioo.”
stallion
Lothair 978 and Captain 95<h :
they are not to be comp ared wiLh the gel
of Gemare.
d his nra; sei-hi a stroir These two st i li >ns were both bred in 1
A *'Tri st” V» liicli is Popular.
statement but an examination by any un /'ranee an 1 promise to he fully as popu- j
lar
as
Gemare.
prejudiced judge will hear it out. Ge- (
Air. s inborn also has a beautiful three ■
There is a great deal of indignation,
mare's oldest colts are now three years
old, and the smallest price that li is cvei ! year old stallion in Osmar, sired by Ge- I felt against trusts. The Sugar Trust, tlie
been paid for a colt at lour months is m ire, out of Kittv by Mambrino Mon-' Standard Oil Trust, the Welch Tin Plate
8290. How ma ay st rlious arc the re that arch: seco.id dam by Woo .brook Mes- Trust, the English Salt Trust, anil other
s 'liger. This colt was bred at the farm, combinations of the kind, are vigorously
can make a like shoving?
.Mr. Sanborn h is at his if irm a pair of is full 16 hands high, color a jet black, denounced, and it is a subject of contrey
chestnut fillies, t ) '/ear os s. sued le I a id for beauty of couf ar nation would be versy whether there are more trusts in
. '
’ I
Gemare. out of con imon m u es, toil a i < j coiisidcied a pi i e for a painter's model. Fnvhind th in America, and whether pro
perfectly matched ; in 1 are be Pities. They : AA liile it i ■ ii 't el ’ fue l that the French tection or fic? trade fosters them. But
were purchased by \. AAL Iliee of Boston i c. la'eh horse is a trotter ike his Am ai t i re is o e form of trust against which
i.hcY liuu -, can l.tothcr they are the trotting- horse n > one has anything- to say. That is the
when 4 months old i«r
ol' France, and they have each year a ha: t ust tin public ic; oscs in Hood's Sarsastand 15-2 ban Is
is colled tlie French Derby for three cor
LCD pounds. They

MAYBERRY STOCK FARM.

I

I lately had the pleasure of visiting one
■of the finest appointed breeding estabhments in Maine known as the May
berry Earm, located at Casco Village and
owned by C. C. and F. P. Mayberry, the
well known real estate brokers of 28
School street, Boston, Mass. These young
business men are natives of the old Pine
Tree State, and are numbered among the
hundreds of others who have left the old
Maine farms and attained fame and for
tune in the “Hub of the Universe.” Out
side of the real estate business they are
■extensively engaged in the breeding of the
trotter and have two of the best estab
lishments iu New England, the largest of
these, known as “Island View Farm,” is
situated at Hazen’s Junction, New
Hampshire, and the other as Mayberry
Earm, situated at Casco, Me.
The Mayberry Farm is the old family
homestead and it is here that the broth
ers were born and commenced the battle
for life.
The farm at present contains
about 150 acres and is well situated and
adopted for its present business. There
are two good sized stables connected
with the house that are fitted up with
box stalls for the stallions and rooms for
■carriages and the rear of these is the
large training stable which is 800 feet
long, 32 feet wide.
One side of this is
fitted up with box stalls and the rest of
the building is so fixed that it makes a
first class track where the young stock
can be exercised in the winter and in
stormy weather. There is also a 1-3 of-a
mile track on the premises where the
young stock get their A. B. C.’s in trot
ting.
There are at present on this farm 28
head of trotting bred stock under the
care and management of F. W. Mayberry.
Quite a number of head of young stock
and two of the leading stallions that be
long to this farm have not been returned
from the Island View Farm where they
have been in training the past season.
At the head of the stud at this farm
stands the royally bred four year old
stallion Alcantrix, record 2.42 1-4, on a
half mile track as a three year old. Al
cantrix was sired by that great son of
George Wilkes.
-Alcantara 2.23, who had up to the
close of last season 56 performers, trot
ters and pacers, in the 2.30 list, and who
has put up to the present writing this
season 16 more in and stands second in
the list as a producing sire for the sea
son of ’04, The dam of Alcantrix was
Soft Stuff, sired by Sir Edwin, son of
Hamlet, by Volunteer 55, sire of St.
Julien 2.111-4.
Tlie dam of Soft Stull
was a daughter of Gen. Knox, one of the
best sires tlpat ever stood in Maine, and
sire of Lady Maud, the dam >f Montbars,
two year old record 2.16 1-2. It will thus
be seen that Alcantrix’ traces back to
such sires as Ilainbletonian 10, George
Wilkes 2.22, Mambrino Patcben, Volun
teer and Gen. Knox, and to that grand
brood mare Alma Mater through her
best son Alcantara 2.23.
Alcant rix is a chestnut stallion, star,
and white stockings on both near legs,
bred at Ilighlawn Farm, Lee, Mass.,
foaled May 5, 1883. He is a smooth, easy
gaited trotter, with A great amount of
natural speed, shows strong muscular de
velopment, excellent bone, and is a horse
of higli finish and great style, and'as a
stock horse be is destined to rank high,
as his colts show great uniformity of
Size, etc,, and show good action.
The next stallion on the list at this
farm is Quito, bred at Ilighlawn and
foaled Aug. 14, i860, sired by Alphonso
2.2!) 3-4, by Baron WilkeS, by George
Wilkes, dam Soft SI uh, by Sir Edwin, hv
Hamlet.

The breeding of Quito is first class,
and lie is also a very fine horse individu
ally; is a natural trotter and is one that
will with handling make a good show
ing. He traces directly to the old Hero
of Chester, Ilainbletonian 10, through

• they wifi be courteously received and
, well repaid for their time and trouble,
I shall give a description of Island
OUNG, middle-aged or old men suffering from the View Farm, also the property of the
effects of follies and excesses, restored to perfect
health, manhood, and vigor.
Alayherrys’ in some future letter.
“Diihgo.”
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CREATES NEW NERVE FORCE AND
POWERFUL MANHOOD.
Cures Lost Power Nervous Debility. Night Losses,
Diseases caused by Abuse, Ov erwork. Indiscretion. To
bacco, Opium or Stimulants, Lack of Energy, Lost
Memory, Headache, Wakefulness, Gleet, Varicocele, and
Stricture.
PhHG
e Toeveiyone using this remedy
lu % according todiri ction-or money
1 clieertuilv and conscientiously
...........
refunded".
Price. Sl.OO;
six packages, $85.00. Sent
by mail to any point in U s. or <'nnnda, securely sealed,
free from,duty or inspection. Write to-day for our

LADIES!
Mother Howard’s Tansy Pills
TTSED successfully by thousands; safe and sure:
act in 36 to 48 hours ; price, $2.50; cost more
than others, but they never fail or disappoint; sold
with written guarantee; no cure, no pay; advice in
person or by letter free. Visit or address Old Dr.
Gordon Remedy Co., io Tremont Row. Boston.

-.•.5.7

Tells You How To

Set Well&Stay Well FREE
MAILED, SEALED. FREE TO ALL.
Visit or Address

OLD DR.GORDON REMEDY CO.
No. 10 Tremont Row, Boston, Mass.

Advice and Consultation Free and Secret.

both sire and dam, twice to Mambrino
Patclien, the best son of Mambrino Chief,
and through his second dam to Gen.
Knox.
Quito is a brown colt with white on
nose and hind pasterns white, and gives
great promise as a stock stallion. 5
Next comes KingJCarlos, brown horse,
standing 16 hands, bred at Briar Hill
Stock Farm and foaled 1887. He was
sired by Don Carlos 2.23, sire of Otis
Shaw 2f19 1-4, etc.; first dam Mintie
Downing by Joe Downing; second dam
by Justin Morgan.
King Carlos is a smooth and very hand
some horse and bids fair to he fast.
Next on the list comes Atkins’ Dicta
tor, a seal brown stallion, 15 1-2 hands
and bred in Kentucky. He was sired by
Dictator, one of the best sons of Hambletonian 10, and full brother to Dexter
2.17 1-4, and sire of Jay-Eye-See, record
2.10, trotting, 2.06 1-4, pacing, and is also
the sire of Director 2.07, sire of Direc
tum 2.05 1-4, etc.; first dam by Ward’s
Flying Cloud; second dam a daughter of
Whalebone, thoroughbred. It will thus
be seen that Atkins! Dictator is a grand
ly bred horse, and he is also a very fine
animal individually. He lias never been
handled for speed but can show fast.
Among the brood mares at this farm
are Nellie Nelson, daughter of the great
Nelson 2.09, Bess by Messenger Wilkes
2.23, Clytie by Onawa 2.22 1-4, Aliss Dore
by Gideon, Miss Wilson by Black Harry
Clay, Smugline by Smuggler 2.15 1-4,
Miss Kent by Kent, and several others .of
good breeding.
Among the young stock sliown worthy
of special mention was a two year old
chestnut filly sired by Alcantrix. dam
Aliss Wilson by Black Harry Clay. This
filly was bred at the farm and is a very
promising one. She is a pacer and with
aery little handling has paced an eighth
in 21 sccon. s. She is of good size, style
and conformation, and barring accidents
will he Very fa g
.Another perfect li Hie trotter was a filly
fowled in May and sired by Alcantrix,
dam Nellie Nelson by Nelson. This is a
beauty and seems to know no other gait
but trot, hut the favorite aiming the
weanlings was a handsome brown filly
foaled in June, sire Alcantrix, darn
by Black Harry Clay. She is cer
tainly as good a gaited one as I have
ever seen; a square trotter and a perfect
little machine, and if the lot trotter is
any indication of future greatness this
one will surely he one of the stars at no
distant day. This description does not
include all the stock to he seen at the
farm as there are lots of other very fine
colts, etc., hut enough has been described
to show the class of stock to he seen at
this farm, and if any of our readers are
so situated that they can visit this farm

C. ,

1 IONS.

V ! 'ow c,chewing her cud
vioie 1. ■•■■; g k > ■ i something has gone
,vro::g to d:; ■ :ro ner.
Me a: potM'..:ce and more good comno., sen..,;? in milking and handling the
ooiier with l or first calf would pre
vent tlie spoiling of many a cow.
'i im Kerry cov.* is growing in popu
larity in England as a dairy cow. She
possesses the remarkable characteristic
.of producing splendidly upon a little
food. She weighs 600 to 700 pounds.
There is used for soap grease and
other purposes than buttering bread
300,000,e00 pounds of bad butter every
year in this country. Even at 10 cents
a pound there is a loss of §30,000,000.
Young heifers that run with cows
learn the habits of cows to a marked
degree and it is well to treat them pre
cisely as a cow is treated. One dairy
man goes so far as to handle the animal
as if she were being milked. In that
way he has a trained cow when she
drops her first calf.—Farmers’ Voice.
In drawing off buttermilk, the Ra
tional Stockman says: You can catch
all the granules that run out with the
buttermilk with a strainer made this
■way: Make a bottomless box, four by
six inches, with side pieces projecting
far enough to rest on the top of a
bucket; tack some fine wire cloth on
the bottom of the box and you have a
good and efficient strainer.
How to Manage a Creamery.

Locate creamery as near the center
of your patrons as possible. It costs
less to haul fuel and product than to
haul milk. Test every patron’s milk
and every patron’s cow before you
take his milk, and take none under
three per cent. Examine sanitary con
dition of cattle, stable and utensils.
Give them instructions and advice in
feeding, milking, etc.
Separate two
times a day, and Sunday morning, if
possible, except in cold weather, cool
cream from separator; employ none but
experienced and industrious buttermakers. Salt, color, work and pack
butter to suit customers that pay
highest prices. Knowing how, where
and. whom to sell it to is the main ob
ject; never let a high-price customer

Is not
f:orr? extracts? bul
is itself an extract of roots &n<J
herbs, and is therefore rnuch
stronger than any preparation
rpade frorp extracts. We have
a new ar?H improved process by
which we obtain a powerful ex
tract frorp the pure n?ateriaisf
and at a rpucb less expense
than by the old rpethods. We
are thereby enabled to pive you
a bett?r preparation for less
money than our competitors
offer you. It contains no po
tassium or iron, and is purely
vegetable.
Allen Sarsaparilla

UNIFORM

Woodfords, Me.

METHODS.

What Should Be the Motto of
Dairyman in America?

Every

A writer in Practical Dairyman cor
rectly says that uniform conditions
should at all times govern the private
dairy, or as nearly so as is possible in
our variable climate. This can be ac
complished by the judicious use of ice
in summer and artificial heat in win
ter, and thus a uniform product can be
obtained. Keep your milk a1 a uniform
temperature while creaming, the cream
at a uniform temperature while ripen
ing, and also while churning. Salt
evenly, working the butter as nearly
alike each time the churning is done as
you possibly can, and the result of
your labor will always be most gratify
ing both to yourself and your cus
tomers, as you can always duplicate
your product. Nothing is so disas
trous to the private dairy as the adop
tion of haphazard methods in conduct
ing it. If the customer receives one
good package of butter he never knows
when he will receive another, and he
looks for some other brand and we lose
his patronage, and soon becoming dis
couraged we abandon the enterprise,
or at least run it under the great dis
advantages and usually at a loss, all
for the lack of proper methods success
fully applied. Uniform conditions and
a uniform product should be the motto
of every private dairyman in this coun
try, for it is only by this method suc
cess can be attained.
CHEAP

BUTTER

WORKER.

have poor butter.—Practical Dairyman.

It Costs But Fifty Cents and Will East a
Lifetime..

Get a beech or maple plank 12 to 18
inches wide and crease it as the en
graving shows. This is a bottom to
the future butter worker and the
creases are for the escape of the butter
milk. Fasten side pieces to it except
in front, using long screws. Hire some
one to turn, in a lathe, a hardwood
“rolling’ pin,” only instead of being
smooth, as for pie crust, let it be ridged
A katurad remedy for
half an inch deep.
It must be long
’’.yileptifc Fits, Faking Sickness, Uyster* enough to reach across the butter

ics, St. Vitus Banee, Nervousness,
• Hypochondria, melancholia, Inebrily, Sleeplessness, Biz*
ziness, Brain and Spi
nal Weakness.
This medicine has direct action upon
the nerve centers, allaying all irritabili
ties, and increasing the How and powe*
of nerve fluid. It is perfectly harmless
and leaves no unpleasant effects.
’—A. Tainafeie Boom' er. Ne rot,
Diseases seat tree to any addres.
and poor patients can also obtai
tliis medicine tree of charge.
This remedy Tas been prepared byll._ Reveree.
astor Koenig, of Font Way-.a, fud.. since
iu
now prepared undel ins direction by the

KOENIG MED. CO.< Chicago, O'i
Sold by D-aggistf- a?- 1 per Bottle. 6 for Y
t<irsro-fc3i"'~ S1.V5. P 5J--.t.lR:: io S9.

board and roll upon the side pieces, the
handles projecting on either side. The
side pieces must not be more than 2
inches above the surface of the butter
board, and like it should be of hard,
odorless wood, as nothing must be used
in the manufacture of butter that will
give it a flavor or be so difficult to
clean as to retain anything that will
be a detriment to the butter.
This
work need not cost over fifty cents and
will serve a lifetime.—H. S. Spaulding,
in Farm and Home.

THE FARM.
Gv the hired manenough to eat and
do not try to stare him out of his appetite
when he reaches for another biscuit. If
you are going to work with him a part
of the day, do it in the morning when he
is fresh, instead of waiting until ten
o’clock when he is tired and then striking
in with a rush, expecting him to keep up
with you until noon. Remember that
things will break,and it is no occasion for
making a great fuss unless there is evi
dence to carelessness. If ybu w ant him to
have any respect for your opinion or re
gard for your interest, you must treat
him as a man instead of a beast or bur
den. Let him have a day off when there
is some great event.
Listen to his trou
bles and advise him about his own af
fairs.

QUACKERY IN HUMBLE SUISE.
At a Manitoba farmers’ institute a vet
erinary surgeon said: “I do not propose
to deal with all the diseases of the young
animal, but only those of a simple nature,
in which good care, preven^Se measures
and simple treatment will save the life
of a great many foals which too often,
from neglect and want of forethought in
regard to those little irregularities, are
allowed to pass unnoticed, and eventual
ly develop into serious ailments, causing
the loss of many valuable colt. Those of
a complicated nature I do not here pro
pose to speak of, as they require the
prompt attention of the skilled veterina
rian; and in all cases, owing to the foal’s
youth, insufficient strength and inability
to cope with weakening and violent dis
eases, his services should be procured as
noon as possible, or the old maxin, penny
wise and pound foolish, will likely be
your reward. Often have I heard one
owner talking to another about the death
of his colt; and on being asked the dis
ease, the answer comes, with the cer
tainty of an expert, that it was inflamma
tion, not of any special organ, but simply
the disease, inflammation. This appears
to be with some the only disease which
the horse er foal is ever affected by, or
dies from. The remedy they administer
is aconite, in doses varying with the at
tack; and this constitutes in their knowall and cure-all way everything that could
possibly be done. Thia illustrates ad
mirably tho difference between a
learned and unlearned man. The for
mer knows nothing, and he knows it;
the latter knows nothing, but he does
not know it. Practitioners, as a rule,
are aware of Shis, and while treating
their patients they have to ascertain to
what extent these peculiarities require
to ba humored. Should you dare to in
sinuate they knew nothing about the
caso, you will get in return considerable
free advertising, but not of r nature that
is likely to build up a pract e or to be
particularly sought after.”—Farmers
Review.

DOMESTIC FERTILIZER BESTGood chemical authority tells us that
an acre of wheat yielding 18 bushels of
grain abstracts from the soil for the grain
alone, to say nothing of the straw, the
following amounts of important mineral
elements:
Phosphoric acid, 17 pounds;
potash, 18; soda, 6; lime, 16; magnesia,
13; chlorine, 1; sulphuric acid, 2. Frac
tions are omitted for the sake of simplic
ity. A Virginia correspondent of The
Country Gentleman writes:
Assuming these data to be approxi
mately correct, how shall the farmer fer
tilize the soil in order to secure this
amount of grain, prevent depletion and
at the same time do it in the most ecoj
nomical way?
This is an important,
practical question, and the practical

For Bronchitis

“I never realized the good of a medi
cine so much as I have in the last few
months, during which time I have suf
fered intensely from pneumonia, followed
by bronchitis. After trying various rem
edies without benefit, I began the use of
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and the effect
has been marvelous, a single dose re
lieving me of choking, and securing a
good night’s rest.”—T. A. Higginbotham,
Gen. Store, Long Mountain, Va.

La Grippe

“Last Spring I was taken down with la
grippe. At times I was completely pros
trated, and so difficult was my breathing
that my breath seemed as if confined in
an iron cage. I procured a bottle of
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and no sooner
had I began taking it than relief fol
lowed. 1 could not believe that the ef
fect would be so rapid.”—W. H.Williame,
Cook City, S. Dak.

Lung Trouble

“For more than twenty-five years, 1
was a sufferer from lung trouble, attend
ed with coughing so severe at times as to
cause hemorrhage, the paroxysms fre
quently lasting three or four hours. I
was induced to try Ayer’s Cherry Pec
toral, and after taking four bottles, was
thoroughly cured. I can confidently
recommend this medicine.”—Franz Hof
mann, Clay Centre, Kans.

AYER’S .
Cherry Pectoral

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottles,$5.

Prompt to act> sure to cure

from all quarters during the whole of the
day, and aid in more rapidly drying the
floor, should it be damp.
Gleanings.—An interesting feature in
growing chrysanthemums from seed is
the fact that if a hundred seed of any
given variety are sown, no mattei’ wheth
er they be from a good or a poor variety
there will be a hundred distinct varietie
when they come into bloom.
We do
not think cross-fertilization of any very
great importance as, after the first cross
has been produced, all features both as
regard color, form, and size that the
original forms are capable of producing
—Am. Gardening.

A SINGULAR CASE.
A case not unprecedented is on the
docket of the American Trotting Associ
ation, to he heard during the meeting of
the Board of Appeals next month. A
stake for trotters four years and under
was opened and so advertised in The
Horseman by the Vigo Agricultural So
ciety, to be trotted during the Terre
Haute Fair of 1893. The race came off
and was won by Lady Roberts, Break o’
Day second, both three-year-olds. The
other contestants were four-year-olds and
their owners protested the junior start
ers before the race was called, on the
ground that the stake was for foals of
1889 only. The advertisement was ver
batim from the copy furnished us, and
standing uncorrected, must have ex
pressed the intention and conditions of
the stake in controversy.
The two associations have had similar
cases before them with the merits of
which we have nothing to do. The
stake at Terre Haute, however, involves
a point which is not apt to occur to rac
ing associations or framers of pro
grammes. It is claimed by many horse
men that, as a rule, three-year-olds per
form better than four-year-olds. Den
tal changes are chargeable with the dif
ference of form; therefore in a race be
tween three and four-year-olds many be
lieve tho younger contestants hold the
balance of power, so it is best to make
races in which colts of the same age will
be brought together.—Chicago Horse
man.

Such
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Meat
Makes an every-day convenience of ar
old-time luxury. Pure and wholesome.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
Imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE. Syracuse. N. Y-

25Cts.

per year is all the

difference between the cost

farmer desires a practical rather than a
scientific answer.
Are there domestic
and the commonest kind
sources of these elements, and are they
cheap or best?
you can buy and that for
Animal manures, wood ashes, common
salt, bones and land plaster will furnish
your entire family.
all these elements (and more) in quanti
ties ample for all the requirements of any
Nash, Whiton & Co., New York.
crop. Of these, all but the salt and plas
ter are to be had from the farm. We
contend, too, that they can be had in
quantity great enough for the demand at
less cost than the equivalents can be
bought for in ths market.
-----------------THE ,ENTIRE----------------Wood ashes give us potash, soda, lime
and magnesia; salt yields chlorine and
soda; plaster supplies sulphuric acid and
GOLLEGT3OH. OF TROTTING STOCK
lime, and bones contain a high per cent
of phosphoric acid, to say nothing of
----------TH’3 PROPERTY OF---------other useful parts.
To narrow it down
still more, wood ashes and salt alone will
insure a good yield of wheat on almost
Positive economy, peculiar merit and
any medium farm land.
«
Ifarms containing rough forest land wonderful medicinal power are all com
bined
in
Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.
Try
it.
have the source of ashes in ample quan
tity. There is no better or more durable Hood’s cures.
coasiSTiao bf
fertilizer than wood ashes. Salt is cheap,
and almost all the Atlantic coast lands
An Open .Letter co
need it.
A very small application is
Laurel
Ave., San Francisco,
enough.
May
18,
1892.
Animal manures, mixed with litter, re
“ Dear friend of women :
fuse hay, sweepings and other waste ma
“ When my baby was born,
terial about a place, ought to accumulate
in great quantity.
Careful husbanding five years ago, I got up in six
Youngters bv such Sires as Rockefeller
Messeagrer Wilkes, 2.SS, Warren er, Bay
Far too soon. Result; Wilkes,
of the domestic resources of manure will days.
S.15, Sir Nutwood, Kremlin,* 2.
2,0^, etc.
in most cases render the farmer inde falling of the womb.
Evci Stamboul,
Write for ParHculars and Catalogues to
pendent of the factories.
since Fve been miserable.

:::::: ::FOK

SALE!.:::-

BROOD 3ASES 8F BREEDING il>

It is strange that some people will suf
fer for years from rheumatism rather
than try such an approved standard rem
edy as Ayer’3 Sarsaparilla; and that, too,
in spite of the assurance that it has cured
so many others who were similarly afficted. Give it a trial.
Lighting the Poultry House.—A large
window admits more heat and light dur
ing the day, but it radiates the heat rapdily at night. One of the most essential
requirements in the poultry house is
light, as the hens will abandon a dark
ened house during the daytime, no mat
ter how warm it is.
Instead of using
very large windows, there should be
small windows on at least two sides (or
in front and at the ends), so as to render
the house light and cheerful in eveay
part. Another advantage in using a
small windows is that they are cheaper
than large ones, and the cost is increased
hut little. They also admit the sunlight

“ I tried everything: doctors,
medicines, apparatus; but grew F. H. BRIGGS, AUBURN. MAINE.
worse.
“I could hardly stand; and
walking without support was
' w <e e1 » r impossible.
COMPLETE H
a
X
d
V
C
obbler SHOE
AND “ At last I saw an advertise
HARNESS
4
KIT
ment of Lydia E. Pinkham s
for home re-*
p a 1 r i n g,4
Vegetable Compoiind, and de
boots, shoes*
rubber books,
cided to try it. The effect was
and coats,,
harness.wire,
astonishing. Since I took the
fences, filing
17— saws, and a'
first bottle my womb has not
'
hundred oth-<
eruses about,
troubled me, and, thanks only
horn*. Arti-,
"rAcles bought
¥5 [singly would
to you, I am now well. Every
cost 6G.00.4
I r o _x 1 oats'1
suffering woman
.and standard. Two styles No. 1,
shown in cut 26.
.articles, weight boxed, 201bs. 63.00. No. boxed, 17 lbs.,
should know
.62.00, freight or express. No goods sentC.O.I). A’gents wanted. Catalogue free. In order give It It.’
how reliable
’or express station and name of this paper
' 4
KVH5 <fc CO., Mollee, IU." 4
your compound
is. It is a sure
cure.” — Mrs. A.
Detwiler.

n
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-A-.X X A.

All druggist* sell It.
Address in confidence,
Ltdia E. Pinkham Msd.
Co., Lynn, Mass.

Liver Pills. 25 cents.

A A A » A. ■

Sarlingten “Stay-On”

STABLE BLANKET fits like a tailor-made
coat. Ask your dealer for tho “ BURLINGTON."
Write for handsome illustrated catalogue—sent free.
BURLINGTON BLANKET CO.,Burlington,WIs.
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CELLAR WINDOWS AND SCREENS,
For use during the cold weather The
American Agriculturist advises that cel
lar windows be made double by putting
glass upon both sides of the sash. Thus
made, the expense is nearly one-half
more than when made single lighted, but
it admits plenty of light to the cellar,
without the risk of freezing. The air
chamber between the glass acts as a non
conductor of heat.
This is far better
than using a single thickness of glass,
and each winter stuffing it full of straw
or other material, which makes the cel
lar as dark as a dungeon. An outside
guard should be placed at each window,
and nothing will prove better for this
than a strong wire screen. It should be
©f heavy wire and not over a quarter
inch mesh.
For convenience nail the
woven wire to a light frame and keep it
painted, as its position causes it to rust
very rapidly unless thus protected.

i

A HINT TO CORN HUSKERS.
There is a great difference between the
real nerve and action of persons. Some
are too slow to ever become expert at
any kind of quick work, while others
have plenty of nerve and action, but can
not control themselves.
To overcome
this trouble in husking corn Farm and
Field advises getting an ear in the left
hand before throwing the husked ear out
of the right. This keeps a steady motion.
In looking away from your work to see
where your basket is you lose sight of
your next ear and lose a li ttle time in find
ing it again. The ear being in the left
hand as the empty hand comes back
from the basket the ear is up in position
to be struck by the peg on the right
hand. After a few days’ practice in this
way any person with common ability can
husk from five to eight bushels an hour
and bind the fodder.

DESTROYING GRAIN WEEVILS,
GIVE THE GIRLS A GHANCE,
Let the girl be taught something be
sides a smattering of pleasant accom
plishments, something that will make
her independent in the future—engrav
ing, dressmaking, typewriting, anything
or which she lias a bent—and let her
take htime er v>> acquire the business, as
the boy uvw siu.ce he is not expected to
bo erra id boy or man of all work about
the house while he is learning to earn
li livelihood, why should she be seam
stress and housekeeper at the same time
that she is studying her profession?
When she has learned it she can afford
to help pay for extra household assist
ance, and it will be a pleasure for her to
be able to make her parents a gift now
and then that they themselves did not
payfor.—N. E. Farmer.

ONIONS FOR LICE ON STOCKA farmer who says he bad used kero
sene and lard mixed, camphor dissolved
in alcohol and carbolic acid mixed with
lard to destroy the lice on bis stock with
out success, says that being determined
that the lice should go he finally tried
onions. Of the result be says:
“One
particular animal, a yearling bull, was
very full even after using the other reme
dies. I took a large onion, cut it in two
and rubbed him bard all over till I bad
used two or more onions and my eyes
smarted. Then I gave liim some of the
pieces that were left and a few other
small scullions, which he ate with rel
ish, as did the others, and tlien I await
ed the result. The second day I exam
ined liim, and to my astonishment and
joy the hair was full of carcasses, but
not a live one could I find. Since then I
have treated all the same way, but fed
cone to the cows giving milk for fear of
spoiling the butter. I am going to treat
my poultry also by rubbing tlieir roosts.
It will save many an animal an uneasy
night.

A WORD ABOUT CORNCRIBSNot a few farmers make the mistake of
putting the corncrib too near the ground.
When near the ground, tlie corn is apt
to absorb moisture and to mold, and tlie
rats are apt to abound.
The rail pen is
not pretty, but if properly made there is
no better crib, says The Country Gentle
man. It should be set upon posts or
some pillars and not be placed on logs
for a foundation.
The rats arc sure to
burrow about tlie logs. Of course a crib
should have a rainproof roof.
Such a
roof can be made of boards, the cracks
being stripped.
The board should not
be nailed down, but weighted down with
straight, heavy poles. Then the boards
can be turned upside down occasionally
to correct the warp of tlie sun. Corn
ought not to be cribbed until it is diy
down to the cob.

Weevils may be destroyed by the va
por of bisulphide of carbon. It is heavier
than air; hence will descend between the
kernals of gain, and is easy of applica
tion. One and one-half pounds of bisul
phide are said to be sufficient for one ton
of grain. •Dr. Kiley gives the following
method of applying it: A ball of tow is
tied to a stick of sufficient length to
reach the middle of the bin containing
the grain. The tow receives the charge
of bisulphide like a sponge and is at once
plunged into the grain and left there,
the mouth of the bin being tightly
closed. When necessary, the stick may
be renewed. The action of carbon bisul
phide lasts in ordinary cases six weeks,
after which period a fresh charge is required. The bisulphide is said to do no
barm to grain, either for culinary pur
poses or for seed, provided that not too
much is used and its action is not too
long continued
Notes about Sheep.—If you are keep
ing slieep with an eye to the value of the
wool product, you must maintain the an
imals in an even condition through the
winter. Slieep which are half-starved
will have weak spots in their wool in the
spring.
Change the bedding of tlie sheep often
for they frequently foul their quarters
when kept in confinement. See that they
are kept clean and dry, if you want them
to thrive, and to keep in good health.—
Sheepmasters now understand pretty
thoroughly the importance of dividing
their flocks into small numbers and of
separating the young from the old. The
same thing should be applied in tlie man
agement of cattle.
These are too often
grown indiscriminately, animals~of al
most every age being” crowded together
into small yards and sheds. The natural
consequence of such promiscuous herd'
ing is that the largest and strongest take
tlieir choice of tlie food and leave the ref
use fo be eaten by the younger and weak
er animals. If yarded separately the best
fodder should be given to those animals
which now get the poorest, in order to
help them along to a condition of profit.
The health and thriftness of the herd can
be much better maintained by feeding in
small numbers, divided according to age
and size, and there will be also a great
saving in food, for where many animals
are fed together there will always be
much waste,—Indiana Farmer.

CREAMERY AND DAIRY, U . ,
p WATERLOO, IOWA,
Is the paper for the Creamery, n airy and
Cheese Factory. It is the handsomest puhli
cation of its class.
Excellent advertising
medium. Monthly: $1.00 per year. Send
for free sample copy.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years* use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Priend. j

Castoria.

Castoria.

“ Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

“ Our physicians in the children’s depart
“ Castoria is the best remedy for children of
ment have spoken highly of their experi
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
far distant when mothers will consider the real
and although we only have among our
interest of their children, and use Castoria in
medical supplies what is known as regular
stead of the various quack nostrums which are
products, yet we are free to confess that the
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
favor upon it.”
agents down their throats, thereby sending
United Hospitai.
S£8?S5S8tt9®»
them to premature graves.”
Boston, w
Da. J. F.
J
Attwt C. Smith, Pres.,
Conway, Ark.
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The Centaur Company, T7 Murray Street, New York City.
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$100 REWARD IF NOT CURED
---------BY---------

TUTTLE’S ELIXIR.
RHEUMATISM, LAGRIPPE AND PNEUMONIA
FOR SALE BY

GEORGE C. GOODWIN
5JS And alljDruggists. Sample sentjfree to any addressjby sending threetwo-eent.stamps.

DR. S. A. TUTTLE, 4 MERRIMAC STREET,
Boston, Aug. , 1993.

>r. S. Tuttle:

Dear Sir—My horse Danny hud a st re on his, side last winter and I had it doctored six

nonths. At your suggestion last month I applied Tuttle’s Elixir diluted iwith water,I and
also gave him some of your ConditionP owders, which effected an immediate cure.
also
f ad the Elixir applied to some bleeding warts on my cow’s teats, and there it als® proved a
success. My man tried it for his rheumatism, which was so bad that he expected to be
obliged to give up work, and he is now nearly well. Having these several cures within a
month I the’-vht it was only a justice to you to know the facts. lam
Yours truly,
A. R WHITTIER.

-DANFORTH'S BLANKET PROTECTOR.This humane, convenient, and safe Blanket Fastener is without doubt, an invention of great
merit. Fastened with this device the blanket has to stay in place: it cannot slip, slide or move
The horse is comfortable and does not rub, bite, or tear the blanket. There is no place where the
blanket gets any strain1 so it will last twice as long. Tlie Fastener is always in place and can be
adjusted in half the time of sufcingle.
It will cost hut 35 cents to try one. If your local dealers not keep them, they will»
by mail on receipt of price. Agents Wanted.
Read the opinion of E. N. Perry, Maine State Agent for Prevention® f Grueltyt o Animals:
Portland, Me., Dee.
F. O. Bailey & Co., Portland, Me.
Gentlemen—I have long felt the necessity for some device to relieve horses of the unaoti)
fortable, and in many cases painful, surcingle, but have never found any I was willing to
jj
mend and urge its use to all owners of horses, on the good humanity; at the same time I have
doubt it will prove a great saving of blankets and money.
EBEN N. PERRY, Agt. M. S. S. P. C A.

-MANUFACTURED BY-------

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

........................

[World’s Fair Highest Awards
: Medal and Diploma w
Eon our INCUBATOR and
: BROODER Combined.
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I5 Old Reliable”

II you are interested in Poultry, it
1
S pay you to send 4 cents in stamps for our
S72 page catalogue- giving valuable points-X
Son Poultry Culture. Address

fr

• Class
^owls-

SReHabie Incubator and Brooder Cou Quincy Jlj.,

Portland, Me

{HATCH CHICKENS BV STEAM?
I^^^^E^toktsaiiatar.
S1*: a la/ing. ThoSBaaMte in sue
fbiilr &cessfulopcr;t,ion- Guaran.
-wiSjl teed to hatch a larger per| H• U .
reqj centage of fertile eggs at
1 11
9 p JSSS cost than any other
g
Circulars free. I f g^THatcher. Lowest priced
first-class Hatcher made
|
Illus. Caialogue.™
JS. STAIIL, Qnlnev.Ill.
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LAYING

OUT

ORCHARDS.

HOW TO

DRAIN

ROADS.

Growing; Popularity of the Triangular or
Alternate System.

The Solution of the Road Problem in the
Prairie States.

Three objects should be considered in
laying- out the orchard: Symmetry of
appearance, economy of space and fa
cility for future care. In California,
where millions of trees are planted, an
nually, various methods are used.
Many are now planting in what is
known as the triangular or alternate
system. This method gives more trees
to the acre than the square system,

The good roads congress held at Chi
cago had an interesting discussion upon
the practical system of road drainage,
presented in a paper by J. J. W. Bil
lingsley, editor of the Drainage Jour
nal at Indianapolis. He said:
Among those who have given the
6ubjectof road improvement careful at
tention there is a settled conviction
that the good condition of any road de
pends upon a system of thorough drain
age—a system which embraces not only
the removal of the storm water which
falls upon the surface of the road and
the laud adjoining but also the water
; which filters through the ground. The
latter, if allowed to percolate into and
through the subsoil underlying the
road-bed, will render the travel way
soft and springy, often affecting the
compacted surface of the road, so as to
cause it to break up, or. in other words,
“the bottom drops out.” The remedy
Is thorough drainage. In fact the basis
of all road improvement in the coun
try is the thorough drainage of the
road surface and the foundations of the
road embankments. In the experi
ments which have been made in road
drainage by laying one or two lines of
tile drains along the sides and parallel
with the road, the result has been sc
satisfactory that some persons -have be
come enthused with this method ol

ING.

and in case of apple trees every other
row can be planted to peaches. As the
life of the peach tree is short, several
crops of fruit may be gathered before
any serious damage is done the apple
trees, and before crowding the peach
trees can be removed. In lay ing out
an orchard to be planted in this man
ner, take three pieces of timber one by
two inches, and of the length the trees
are to be apart. Miter and fasten the
corners together with pieces one inch
thick and six by eight inches in size.
These should be fastened firmly with
two-inch screws. To make the trian
gle strong, the p ieces should be turned
on edge. After the triangle is fastened
together, measure off the exact length
it is desired to have the trees apart,
and bore an inch hole through each
.

-o

j

corner of the boards, being careful
that the holes are exactly the same dis
tance apart. Place the three braces
across the corners, and the triangle is
completed.
Stretch a line or a wire on one side of
the track to be planted, the proper dis
tance from the fence, place two corners
of the triangle exactly on the line and
set a stake through each hole on the
line, also one in the third cor
ner.
Move the triangle along the
line, placing one corner over the stake
and the other corner on the line, and
drive the stakes as before. After the
first and second rows are staked off,
3-A
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FIG. 3.—ORCHARD PLANTING IN THE TRIANGULAR SYSTEM.
only one row is set at a time, while the
two corners of the triangle are kept
over the last row of stakes. There
should be a person at each corner of
the triangle.
After the stakes are all set, bore an
inch hole in each end of a board, four
inches wide and six or eight feet long.
Cut a notch in the center, place it
against the stake, drive a stake through
each hole in the end of the board, and
remove the center one. The bole is
then dug, and when ready to Set the
tree lay the board over the stakes
and place the tree in the notch. The
same plan can be used in laying off an
orchard by using a square instead of a
triangle. All the measurements must
be exact, or the triangle will not fit
when placed over the stakes. In this
way it is no trouble to keep the rows
Straight, no matter what length they
may be. The stakes should be fifteen
to eighteen inches in length, and some
what smaller than the inch holes in
the triangle. so that they will work
easily. (The illustration, Fig. 1, shows
an orchard planted in the triangular
form; Fig. 2, the triangle used in lay
ing it off; and Fig. 3, the board used to
set the trees by.)—I. II. Fickel, in
American Agriculturist.

The Winter meeting of the Crescent
City Jockey Club will begin at New
Orleans Dec. 9 with every prospect of a
season of most brilliant racing. The cli
mate is unrivalled and the club has taken
gigantic strides toward in providing ap
pointments and accommodations full up
with the times. The course has beeu
widened, raised and thoroughly drained,
making it the finest and safest mile track
id the South. New stables and a large
covered paddock have also recently been
erected, which with other extensive im
provements places the course in the front
rank as the best equipped Winter race
track in the country. In addition to the
regular programme, which is in itself attarctiue, special rates with from $500 to
$1,000 in added money will he arranged
for special days. Already the club liqs
received applications from so large a
number of owners as to be assured of a
very successful meeting. For informa
tion about rates and the shipment of
horses application may be made to Harry
White, of the St. James Hotel, 1,133
Broadway, New York, or to Gore’s Ho
tel, 200 Clark Street, Chicago. C. S. Bush
is manager and Sheridan Clark secretary
of the club. The judges at the meeting
will be Messrs. Simmons and McDowell.

TEACHES OTHER HORSES TO PULL.

FIG. 2.—PLANTING BOARD.

A PERFECTLY DRAINED ROAD,
road improvement, and conclude that
in it there is a remedy for all the de
fects which may be encountered. But
we are convinced that the best improve
ment of our highways will combine at
least three essential features, which
are:
1. A road embankment of sufficient
height to be at least above overflow
from extraordinary rainfall and suffi
ciently crowning to shed the water
readily, and wide enough to accommo
date the travel and not of greater
width.
2. That the road shall have open
ditches on each side of sufficient capac
ity to carry all flood water from the
roadway and from the lands adjoining
into the nearest water course without
hindrance.
The surface or open
ditches should have such a perfect
grade that no water will find a lodg
ment along the line of the road on
either side.
3. That two lines of tile drains be
placed parallel with the roads, one on
each side, at the base of the embank
ment.
The underdrains should be laid at the
depth of three or more feet. The size
of the tile will depend on the length of
the drain and the fall,hut it is probable
that they should not be less than four
inches in diameter in any case and as
much larger as the needs may require.
The three essential features named em
brace three systems—the removal of
the surface water, speedily and effect
ually; the removal of the water of sat
uration remaining after the removal of
the surface water, and the prevention
of the flow of soil water under the
road-bed.
The underdrains should
have a uniform descent or grade to
some natural stream or outlet, where
the water discharged will flow away j
freely and at no time back up iu the I
drain.
The crowning of the road
should be sufficient to cause the water
falling upon the surface of the road to
flow readily through the side ditches.
If it fails to flow away and remains in
the ruts and depressions it will increase
the amount of mud and the incon
venience of travel. Roads in such a
condition should have road machines
passed over them as often as necessary
to make and keep the surface level.

WANTED.

WINTER RACINS AT NEW ORLEANS.

A street car driver in Cincinnati, O.,
tells the following about a horse which
may sound a little “fishy,” but the ex
perience of horsemen may bear out a
part of his statements:
“For a long time I have been driving a
sturdy, solid old bay.
There is nothing
fast about him, but when it comes to
pulling he can discount any other horse
owned by the company. He knows, too,
when he is hitched up with a balky
mate, and it is from his actions on occa
sions of that kind that I am convinced
that horses understand each ether. When
he is in harness with a balky partner he
will stand perfectly still and let the other
do all the prancing and kicking.
“When it quiets down a bit he will rub
its neck and put his nose up to its ear, as
if endeavoring to whisper to it. When !
it becomes quiet the old fellow will make 1
a move as if to start.
If the other takes ,
the cue, well and good; hut if there is j
one bit of rearing and jumping he will '
settle back in his place and repeat the '
neck rubbing and supposed whispering ’
operations. The second one is generally I
successful, and with a slight neigh, as if i
his efforts had proved successful, the old i
fellow starts the car all by himself. I '
tell you he can cure more balky horses J
of their bad habits and in quicker time
than all the trainers in Cincinnati put to
gether.”
»

SLEIGHS !

Canvasser; salary and expenses; steady work;
in doors or outside; whole or part time. BROWN
BROS. CO., Nurserymen, Rochester, N. Y.
Dec 1 3m

No; Pain No Danger 01

ai ure

STRICTURE
AND PR08TATIC IRRITATION

CURED
No Operation,; No Instruments.
---------o---------

WE CURE STRICTURE IN THIRTY DAYS.
ADDRESS__ ——

EMPIRE MEDICAL. CO.,/
P. o. BOX 110, BOSTON, MASS.
eigod3mu

Boston Transcript.
A trustworthy, clean and interesting family
newspaper, froe from sensational and objection
able matters in both reading and advertising
columns; offering to the educated and intellF
gent public the most instructive and entertain
ing selection of news, literary, political, finan
cial, art, music and general "topics of the day
and season.

Daily Evening Transcript.
No Sunday edition.

Saturday Evening Transcript.
Sixteen or more pages.

Weekly
Transcript.
Published Fridays.’
Address BOSTON TRANSCRIPT CO.,
324 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE
The three year old trotting bred mare Bla«k
Bell, sired by Iliatoga 2.44,1-4 he by Almont Arab
by Almont, Dam Sadie E. 2.22 by Sweepstake 2.22.
This mare is jet black weighs about 950 lbs. and
is all sound and broken to harness is good gaitsd,
fast and a beauty. For further particulars ad
dress,
DR. J. E. BAROQUE

Biddeford. Me.

Children Cry for

Pitcher’s Castoria.

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS ! <i

A Carload just in. B'or variety^style andiworkmanship they flead.
Please call and exomine.

Prices! to^suit, the times

C. Tr NEVENS.
CORNER PLEASANT AND TURNER, AUBURN, ME.

□ash Surplus
OVER

S3OD,flOO
Special Agents Wanted.
This Order Is authorized to do business In the
State of Maine. The Best Endowment Plan in the
world. Absolutely safe and sound. Splendid in
ducements to good men. Mention paper.
-to
KING & GO., 8 Onion Square, ’
. City,
or to F. W. LAPHAM, Box 716, Wr
' ine.
33?” Always.’’’?"'
'-nerier
ncei

WfECOX COMPOUND
wwows
LEE AXB SURE.
ipulous persons are counteriittingWileox Compound
Tansy Rills, the genuine are put up in
metal boxes with registered trade mark of
Shield, accept no worthless nostrum, insiston
thegenuine, at all Druggists. Send 4 cents for
Wemara’s Safe «nard and receive them
by mail. W ileox Specific to. JPliila.I’a.

■

If So we can put the Bicycle Wheels un it,! at -low
figures. It will pay you to have it done -now as you^can

Sulky lor second hand ones. We will gladly send full in
formation to'anv one anywhere,'

;;)THE SCANLAN CO.

CHASE’S

are the standard.

i

U/. j4. pairbar^s, D. \J.
Zfr VETERINARY SURGEON,
Castration successfully performed and all dis
eases oi Horses promptly attended to

MflKERSSDFHHE PURITAHTO
PORTLAND] ME.,

BLANKETS

re the STRONGEST made.

HORSE DENTISTRYfA SPECIALTY.
Office 21 9
Water Streft

AUGUSTA ME

Ipans Tabules
Ripans Tabules act gently
but promptly upon the liver,
stomach and intestines; cure
habitual constipation, dispel
colds, headaches and fevers.
One tabule taken at the first
symptom of indigestion, biliiousness, dizziness, distress
after eating, or depression of
spirits, will promptly remove
the whole difficulty.

:?T.a
-we’.. f-’.'Si.*

g. JjFACTORY^ 72s UNION' ST.,
SALESROOM 459XONGRESS ST.
We build a Race Sulky to weigh 39 1-2 lbs. Send for
cut of it.
jonas

A SON OF ONWARD, 1411.

mw a.b,d s

I will have a load ot Canada Horses every
Wednesday, and be at home the last four
days of each week untill further “notice
Telephone No. 54—3

Ripans Tabules are com
pounded from a prescription
widely endorsed by the high
est medical authorities and are
presented in a form that is be
coming the fashion with phy
sicians and patients every
where.
One Box (Six Vials) Seventy-five Cents.
One Package (Four Boxes) Two Dollars.

<7
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Claynos, 4382, dark bay, small star, bred by A. J. Alexander, Spring Station Ky- in 1885, weighs
M
i til ULila I investors. Guarantee 1
1150, stands 10 hands, sound, stylish, gentle, speedy and as 'game as any horse.
Sire. unwaru
Onward 2.251-4,
of peo.
Geo. Wilkes
old juuuy
Dolly (one ui
of the
El
against loss.
rare,
z.ko 1-4, son oi.
vv uura 2.22 and vm
me VERY
» jb.»i GREATEST
erxm,7vxje,» j of
- - 1-2,
•
speed, producing dams dam of Director 2.17 (sire of Direct 2.05
Direethm
2.05 1-4) Thorndale
Tliorm
2.22 1-4 (s»re of Edwin Thorne 2.1G 1-4), Onward 2.25 1-4 (sire of Rose Leyburn 2.15 1-4 and 82 othe
others:).
Czarina 2.21 John E. Payne 2.45 1-2 at 3 ys.]sire of Don Payne 2.18.) Winona (dam of Pretender, sire 132 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt Building),
of 13 in the'list) McCa (tlam of Mavilla 2.27 1-4).
NEW YORK CITY.
Onward at 18 ys. of age surpasses any stallion living or dead as a source of speed. He has 83 in Established and doing business in these same offices
the list, one of them.,with a 2y old record of 2.20 1-4. Onward has 129 grand children in the list. since Feb. 1,1877. For 16 consecutive years dividends
have been paid at the rate of 12 per cent per annum.
More than 35 of his sons are.sires, and their produce is even faster than that of Onward himselfdefaults nor delays; no losses-to clients. De
1st Dam of Claynos is Englewood, full Sister of Wedgewood 2.19 (sire of 20 in the list) by Bel No
posits received at anv time.
mont, sire of 45 in'thejist).
2nd dam Woodbine, dam of Wedgewood 2.10, sire of 20 in 2.30; Woodford Mambrino 2.21 1-2,
sire of 15 in 2,30: Monaco, sire of 10 in 2.30; Weisbadeu, sire of 2 in 2.30; Silence, dam of 2 in 2.30.;
3rd Dam Singleton mare.
The breeding of Clavnos ranks him as o re of the very b33t bred stallions in Me. His oldest
colts are but 2ys old and are a3 flue in every respbcc a3 any In New England) Wherever shown they
have been prize winners. Two have been broken and driven some this season and could either of
them show quarters in 45 sec. They are uniformly large, solid colors and beautifully gaited.
Claynos Stands at East Corinth, Peno’hscott Co., Me. H
Terms $25. to insure. A?

W. RODMAN W N3L0W,

RipansTabules may be ob
tained of nearest druggist; or
by mail on receipt of price.

A SON OF NELSON 2.09.
Giouom, dark bay, small star, black points, 15-3 hand high, weighs 1059, clear and blood like as a
throughbred, splendidly gaited, fast and a Typical Nelson.
1st Dam, Trinket B. (by Blenn 'Morrill soil of Winhtrop Morrill,) a very fast, and one of the
finest of road mares.
2nd Dam, Jennie Horn, by Messenger Hunter son of English Hunter.
3rd Dam Lady Horn out of a daughter of Bush Messenger.
Terms $15. to warrant.

ADDRESS J. B- COCHRANE. EAST CORINTH. ME.

State Veterinary.

VETERINARIAN,

SICK HEADACHE

Post Office Address.
MQRRILLS CORNOR DEERINS MAINE

iiUBBHBBMStSUB* •«

JAY-EYE-SEE
Mb. J. 1 CaSIS, (Hickory Grove Earm,
of Jay-Eye-See) Baeine, Wis,, says; “After
every known remedy, I reino'efl a inrti.

of two years standing, from a » y«Hi- o,d
with three applications of
a

pjra’s em

t is the oest preparation 1 have ever used o. .ltiaro
! neartily recommend it to all tlorstaaeu.'•

JSfAll diseases of

domestic animals skillfuly’attemded to. Castrations successfully performed
ancUspecial attention]given to„Horses~Teeth.

NEW YORK.

Wilf Cure

OR J, D. COCHRANE, SACO ME.

GEORGE -H. BAILEY
H. H. CHOATE. D. V, S„
D V. S.

Jio'j' free stimple address
*
RIPt'NS CHEMICAL CO.

66 PARKSTREET, LEWISTON

(i c Au ue

hundreds cj suchi testimonials.

Price.Sl.-lk p_- < tm'le. Ask voui druggist
does mu Keen a seen u iSic. stumps m silver

'Castration of Ridgling 'and (Ruptured
Stallions a Specialty.

W. 13. JEDI) A

CO., Whitehall

r.
if
•TfUk ■' /<

''A

H

- ,

Home
Made
Net

SAFE, DURABLE FENCE;

ONLY $80 PER MILE.

253 tfl T fi wn A VTOPP & sane one-half the cost
sod.

ting.

aooid dangerous barbs

©O

month and expenses ’

The best local and traveling agents wanted every
where . Write at once for circulars and choice ter
ritory; address A. G. Hulbert, Patentee, care of
904 OLIVE STREET,

u torturers.
» St. Louis, Mo.
Factory Catalogue with 200 engraved designs and
prices, sent free to any who want fancy iron and
wire work or city, cemetery and farm fences, etc.

.RE’iMt
a.&-

S/

PULMONARY DISEASES,

1893

MAPLE GROVE FARM. - 1893
WARBENEE 11,764.

MESSliarGLEB WILKES 3743.
Eecord 2.33.
SIRE.

Brother to Sunol, 2.08b
SIRE.

DA3I.

Bed Wilkes 3749 Bena C., trial
2.30.), dam of
sire of 86 with
r e cords from
two in list, by
211J to 2.30.
Mess. Chief
1825.
Sire of Palm (3), 2.28J, Gene Briggs
(4), 2.28, Narka (4), 2.29, Grenadier
(2), 2.40, and 10 others, winners of
contested races. Terms $50.

C3

CD
GO

\

SCROFULA, CHRONIC BRONCHITIS

Uniform, Early

D

N

D

RHEUMATISM,

?

BOCKEFELLEB 6121.
Brother to Campbell’s Electioneer,
2.17b
8IRE.
DAM.
Edith Carr,
Electioneer 125,
Sire of two onedam of a pro
ducing son and
year-olds in
2.30, 22 twoa 2.17J trotter,
year olds in
by Clark Chief
2.30, 27 three8 9, sire of
year olds in
Mari ha Wilkes,
2.30, 30 four
2.08.
year-olds
in
»
2.30.
Sire of Granieta, 2.25), Calcalli (3),
2.33, and others. Terms $50. Limited
to 20 mares.

c? Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda.

CURES NERVOUS DEBILITY, GOUT, ANAEMIA,
RICKETS,
.

,Js§j

And Diseases Caused by Faulty Assimilation of Food.
Sold by all Druggists. Look for RED seal on every label.
THE RED SEAL REMEDY CO., Rockland, Me. /rEP 5E«u§

BAM.

Electioneer 125, Waxana,
the horse that
dam of Sunol,
leads all others
2.06), Gen. Wetin 2.30, 2.20, 2.15
lington, 2.30,
and 2.10 lists.
Woolsy, sire of
four in the list;
by Gen. Ben
ton 1755.
Sire of Eoyce (1), 2-48j, the greatest
N. E. yearling winner of 1892.
Terms $100.

Extreme Speed.

g

GENE BRIGGS.
SIRB.

A!

sx>
~c
CT3
CO
co
=s
0X3

r

B, F. & F. H. BRIGGS,

DAM.

Messenger Straw Girl, dam 1 ®
Wilkes, 3743.
of Gene Brigt
Becord 2.23.
(4) 2.28, by At-'
S i r e of Gene
mont 33.
Briggs (4) 2.28, 2nd dam Alice
Palm (3) 2.28),
Drake, dam of
Narka (4) 2.29,
three in list,
Grenadier (2)
by Nom, an 25.
2 40, Mattie Straw Girl is sisWilkes (2)
ter to Bonny
2.42), Naila (1)
Belle, dam of
2.55, etc.
three in list.
Terms 825. Limited. ~

- - - Auburn, Maine.

yr.
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Colts Handled for Speed.
Horses Fitted for Market and Sold

SAVE THE TAGS,
dne Hundred and Savsnty-Tftree Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars,

$173,250.00
valuable Presents to

be Given Away in Return fo7

SPEAR HEAD TAGS,
?. 1,155 STEM WINDING ELGIN GOLD WATCHE3........................................ $34,650 00
5,775 FINE IMPORTED FRENCH OPERA GLASSES, MOROCCO BODY,
BLACK ENAMEL TRIMMINGS, GUARANTEED ACHROMATIC... 28,875 00
23,100 IMPORTED GERMAN BUCKHORN HANDLE, FOUR BLADED
POCKET KNIVES....,....................................................!..................................... 23,100 00
I U 5,500 ROLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM ROTARY TELESCOPE TOOTH
PICKS............................................................................................................................. 57,750 00

II 5,500 LARGE PICTURES (14x28 inches) IN ELEVEN COLORS, for framing,
no advertising on them................................................................................ 28,875 00
261,030 Prizes, amounting to.............................................. $173,250 oo
v__ . The above articles will be distributed, by eo««ti«s, among parties who chew SPEAR
HEAD Plug Tobacco, and return to us the TIN TAGS taken therefrom.

‘.-smiw ©Harm
‘^UljURN. Me.I?—

Wo will distribute 326 of those prizes in this ceunty as follows:

To THE PARTY sending us the greatest number of SPEAR HEAD
TAGS from this eonnty we will give................................................. 1 GOLD WATCH.
To the FIVE PARTIES sending us the next greatest number of
SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each, I OPERA GLASS....5 OPERA GLASSES.
To the TWENTY PARTIES sending us the next greatest number
of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1 POCKET
KNIFE............................................................................................... 20 POCKET KNIVES.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1
ROLLED GOLD WATCH CHARM TOOTH PICK..........................100 TOOTH PICKS.
To the ONE HUNDRED PARTIES sending us the next greatest
number of SPEAR HEAD TAGS, we will give to each 1

WEITE for terms and prices.

Catalogue out February 20th, 1893.

febl7

LARGE PICTURE IN ELEVEN COLORS..................................................... 100 PICTURES.
Total Number of Prizes for this County, 226.

CAUTION.—No Tags will be received before January 1st, 1804, nor after February 1st,
1394. Each package containing tags must be marked plainly with Name of Sender, Town,
Bounty, State, and Number of Tags in each package. All charges on packages must be
prepaid.
READ.—SPEAR HEAD possesses more qualities of Intrinsic value than any other
plug tobacco produced. It is the sweetest, the toughest, the richest SPEAK HEAD i8
absolutely, positively and distinctively different in flavor from any other plug tobacco.
A trial will convince the most skeptical of this fact It is the largest seller of any similar
shape and style on earth, which proves that it has caught the popular taste and pleases the
people. Try it, and participate in the contest for prizes. See that a TIN TAG is on every
10 cent piece of SPEAR HEAD you buy. Send in the tags, no matter how small the
quantity.
Vary sincerely,

4

THE P. J. SORG COMPANY, Middletown, Ohio.

A list of the people obtaining these prizes in this county will be published in thia
paper immediately after February 1st, 1894.

bowels, assists diges
tion, and cures those dis
eases arising from a disordered
stomach or liver, such as ;
CONSTIPATION, BILIOUSNESS, INDIGES
TION, LOSS OF APPETITE. HEADACHES etc

BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN
.,ce, 85c., 50c., and $LOO- At all Druggists, or of the Proo-

OCN’T SEND ANY TAGS BTORE JANUARY L 1894

I

Becord (4) 2.28.

Ur ,rO2IA’ B1. TRUE -fe CO. . . Auburn, Maine.

